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Interacting partially directed self avoiding walk:
scaling limits
Philippe Carmona* Nicolas Pétrélis*
Abstract
This paper is dedicated to the investigation of a 1 + 1 dimensional self-interacting
and partially directed self-avoiding walk. The intensity of the interaction between
monomers is denoted by   2 (0,1) and there exists a critical threshold  c which
determines the three regimes displayed by the model, i.e., extended for   <  c,
critical for   =  c and collapsed for   >  c.
In [4], physicists displayed some numerical results concerning the typical growth
rate of some geometric features of the path as its length L diverges. From this
perspective the quantities of interest are the horizontal extension of the path and its
lower and upper envelopes.
With the help of a new random walk representation, we proved in [10] that the
path grows horizontally like
p
L in its collapsed regime and that, once rescaled byp
L vertically and horizontally, its upper and lower envelopes converge towards some
deterministic Wulff shapes.
In the present paper, we bring the geometric investigation of the path several
steps further. In the collapsed regime, we identify the joint limiting distribution of
the fluctuations of the upper and lower envelopes around their associated limiting
Wulff shapes, rescaled in time by
p
L and in space by L1/4. In the critical regime we
identify the limiting distribution of the horizontal extension rescaled by L2/3 and we
show that the excess partition function decays as L2/3 with an explicit prefactor. In
the extended regime, we prove a law of large number for the horizontal extension of
the polymer rescaled by its total length L, we provide a precise asymptotics of the
partition function and we show that its lower and upper envelopes, once rescaled in
time by L and in space by
p
L, converge towards the same Brownian motion.
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Interacting partially directed self avoiding walk: scaling limits
Figure 1: Simulations of IPDSAW for critical temperature   =  c and length L = 1600
1 Introduction
We consider a model of statistical mechanics introduced in [34] and referred to
as interacting partially directed self avoiding walk (IPDSAW). The model is a (1 +
1)-dimensional partially directed version of the interacting self-avoiding walk (ISAW)
introduced in [18] as a model for an homopolymer in a poor solvent.
The aim of our paper is to pursue the investigation of the IPDSAW initiated in [29]
and [10] and in particular to display the infinite volume limit of some features of the
model when the size of the system diverges for each of the three regimes: collapsed,
critical and extended. The first object to be considered is the horizontal extension of the
path. Then, we will consider the whole path, properly rescaled and look at its infinite
volume limit in the extended phase and in the collapsed phase.
Let us point that numerical simulations are difficult (see e.g. [4]) and have not led to
theoretical results about the path properties of the polymer in the three regimes that we
establish in this paper.
1.1 Model
The model can be defined in a simple manner. An allowed configuration for the
polymer is given by a family of oriented vertical stretches. To be more specific, for
a polymer made of L 2 N monomers, the possible configurations are gathered in
⌦L :=
SL
N=1 LN,L, where LN,L is the set consisting of all families made of N vertical
stretches that have a total length L N , that is
LN,L =
n
l 2 ZN :PNn=1 |ln|+N = Lo. (1.1)
Note that with such configurations, the modulus of a given stretch corresponds to the
number of monomers constituting this stretch (and the sign gives the direction upwards
or downwards). Moreover, any two consecutive vertical stretches are separated by a
monomer placed horizontally and this explains why
PN
n=1 |ln| must equal L N in order
for l = (li)Ni=1 to be associated with a polymer made of L monomers (see Fig. 2).
The repulsion between the monomers and the solvent around them is taken into
account in the Hamiltonian associated with each path l 2 ⌦L by rewarding energetically
those pairs of consecutive stretches with opposite directions, i.e.,
HL, (l1, . . . , lN ) =  
PN 1
n=1 (ln e^ ln+1), (1.2)
where
x e^ y = (|x| ^ |y| if xy < 0,
0 otherwise.
(1.3)
One can already note that large Hamiltonians will be assigned to trajectories made
of few but long vertical stretches with alternating signs. Such paths will be referred to
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l 1
 =
 2
l 2
 =
 -
3 l
3
 =
 4
l 5
 =
 -
2
l4 = 0
Figure 2: Example of a trajectory l 2 LN,L with N = 5 vertical stretches, a total length
L = 16 and an Hamiltonian HL, (⇡) = 5 .
as collapsed configurations. With the Hamiltonian in hand we can define the polymer
measure as
PL, (l) =
eHL, (l)
ZL, 
, l 2 ⌦L, (1.4)
where ZL,  is the partition function of the model, i.e.,
ZL,  =
LX
N=1
X
l2LN,L
eHL, (l). (1.5)
1.2 Random walk representation and collapse transition
An alternative probabilistic representation of the partition function has been intro-
duced in [29]. For   > 0 we introduce an auxiliary random walk V = (Vi)1i=0 of law P ,
starting from 0, and whose increments (Ui)1i=0 are i.i.d. and follow a discrete Laplace
distribution, i.e.,
P (U1 = k) =
e 
 
2
|k|
c 
8k 2 Z with c  := 1+e  /21 e  /2 . (1.6)
Such walk allows us to provide an alternative expression of the partition function, i.e.,
eZL,  = e  LZL,  = c  LX
N=1
(  )
NP (V 2 VN,L N ), (1.7)
where VN,L N := {V : GN (V ) = L   N,VN+1 = 0}, where GN (V ) :=
PN
i=1 |Vi| is the
geometric area in between V and the horizontal axis up to time N and where
   =
c 
e 
and c  :=
1 + e  /2
1  e  /2 . (1.8)
For later use, we also introduce AN (V ) :=
PN
i=1 Vi the algebraic counterpart of GN (V ).
We will recall briefly in Section 3.1 how (1.7) can be obtained, but let us observe already
that the excess free energy defined as
ef( ) := lim
L!1
1
L
log eZL,  (1.9)
loses its analyticity at  c, the unique solution of    = 1. For      c the inequality
    1 indeed yields that ef( ) = 0 since those terms indexed by N ⇠ pL in (1.7)
decay subexponentially. As a consequence the trajectories dominating eZL,  have a small
horizontal extension, i.e., N = o(L). When   <  c in turn,    > 1 and since for c 2 (0, 1]
the quantity P (VcL,(1 c)L) decays exponentially fast with a rate that vanishes as c! 0
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we can claim that the dominating trajectories in eZL,  have an horizontal extension of
order L, and moreover that ef( ) > 0. The phase diagram [0,1) is therefore partitioned
into a collapsed phase denoted by C and an extended phase denoted by E , i.e,
C := {  : ef( ) = 0} = {  :      c}, (1.10)
E := {  : ef( ) > 0} = {  :   <  c}.
We shall see that, in fact, there are three regimes; collapsed (  >  c), critical (  =  c)
and extended (  <  c), in which the asymptotics of the partition function and the path
properties are radically different.
2 Main results
We observe that the definition of the polymer measure in (1.4) is left unchanged if we
replace the denominator by eZL,  (cf (1.7)) and substract L  to the Hamiltonian.
2.1 Scaling limit of the horizontal extension
Displaying sharp asymptotic estimates of the partition function as the system size
diverges is a major issue in statistical mechanics. Computing the probability mass of
a certain subset of trajectories under the polymer measure indeed requires to have a
good control on the denominator in (1.4). For the extended and the critical regimes, we
display in Theorem 2.1 below an equivalent of the partition function allowing us e.g to
exhibit the polynomial decay rate of the partition function at the critical point. For the
collapsed regime, in turn, we recall the bounds on eZL,  that had been obtained in [10]
allowing us to identify its sub-exponential decay rate.
Note that in Remark 2.3 below, we provide some complements concerning Theo-
rems 2.1 and 2.2 among which the exact value of some pre-factors when an expression
is available. We also denote by fex the density of the area below a normalized Brow-
nian excursion (see e.g. [25]) and we set C  := (E (V 21 ))
 1/2. Thus, we can define
w(x) = C  fex(C  x). We recall the definition of ef( ) in (1.9).
Theorem 2.1 (Asymptotics of the partition function). (1) For   <  c, there exists a c > 0
such that eZL,  = c e ef( )L(1 + o(1)),
(2) for   =  c, there exists a c > 0 such that
eZL,  = c
L2/3
(1 + o(1)) with c =
1 + e 
 
2
(24⇡E (V 21 ))
1
2
R +1
0 x
 3w(x  32 ) dx
,
(3) for   >  c, there exists a unique real number m( ) > 0 and c1, c2, > 0 such that
c1
L
e m( )
p
L  eZL,   c2p
L
e m( )
p
L for L 2 N.
For each l 2 ⌦L, the variable Nl denotes the horizontal extension of l, i.e., the integer
N 2 {1, . . . , L} such that l 2 LN,L. Theorem 2.2 below gives the scaling limit of the
horizontal extension of a typical path l sampled from PL,  and as L!1 (for the sake of
completeness, we again integrate the collapsed regime into the theorem although this
regime was dealt with in [10, Theorem D]).
Theorem 2.2 (Horizontal extension). (1) if   <  c, there exists a real constant e( ) 2
(0, 1) such that
lim
L!1
PL, 
⇣   Nl
L
  e( )
      "⌘ = 0. (2.1)
EJP 21 (2016), paper 49.
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(2) if   =  c, then
lim
L!1
Nl
L2/3
=law C
2/3
  g1,
where ga = inf
n
t > 0
R t
0 |Bs| ds = a
o
is the continuous inverse of the geometric
Brownian area, and we consider g1 under the conditional law of the Brownian motion
conditioned by Bg1 = 0.
(3) If   >  c, there exists a unique real number a( ) > 0 such that
lim
L!1
PL, 
⇣    Nlp
L
  a( )
      "⌘ = 0. (2.2)
Remark 2.3.
(1) For the extended regime, in Section 6, we will decompose each path into a succes-
sion of patterns (sub pieces) and we will associate with our model an underlying
regenerative process ( i, ⌫i, yi)i2N of law P  in such a way that  i (resp. ⌫i, resp.
yi) plays the role of the number of monomers constituting the ith pattern (resp. the
horizontal extension of the ith pattern, resp. the vertical displacement of the ith
pattern). Then, the constant c in Theorem 2.1 (1) and the limiting rescaled horizontal
extension in Theorem 2.2 (1) satisfy
c = 1E ( 1) and e( ) =
E (⌫1)
E ( 1)
.
(2) For the critical regime   =  c, the appearance of the distribution of g1 is explained
at the end of Section 4.
2.2 Scaling limit of the vertical extension
The fact that each trajectory l 2 ⌦L is made of a succession of vertical stretches
makes it convenient to give a representation of the trajectory in terms of its upper and
lower envelopes. Thus, we pick l 2 LN,L and we let E+l = (E+l,i)N+1i=0 and E l = (E l,i)N+1i=0
be the upper and the lower envelopes of l, i.e., the (1 +N)-step paths that link the top
and the bottom of each stretch consecutively. Thus, E+l,0 = E l,0 = 0,
E+l,i = max{l1 + · · ·+ li 1, l1 + · · ·+ li}, i 2 {1, . . . , N}, (2.3)
E l,i = min{l1 + · · ·+ li 1, l1 + · · ·+ li}, i 2 {1, . . . , N}, (2.4)
and E+l,N+1 = E l,N+1 = l1 + · · ·+ lN (see Fig. 3). Note that the area in between these two
envelopes is completely filled by the path and therefore, we will focus on the scaling
limits of E+l and E l .
At this stage, we define eY : [0, 1]! R to be the time-space rescaled cadlag process of
a given (Yi)
N+1
i=0 2 ZN+1 satisfying Y0 = 0. Thus,
eY (t) = 1
N + 1
Ybt (N+1)c, t 2 [0, 1], (2.5)
and for each l 2 LN,L we let eE+l , eE l be the time-space rescaled processes associated
with the upper envelope E+l and with the lower envelope E l , respectively.
In this paper we will focus on the infinite volume limit of the whole path inside the
collapsed phase (  >  c) and in the extended phase (  <  c). Concerning the critical
regime (  =  c) this limit will be discussed as an open problem in Section 2.3 below.
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Figure 3: Example of the upper envelope (top-left picture), of the lower envelope (top-
right picture), of the middle line (bottom left picture) and of the profile (bottom right
picture) of a given trajectory (in dashed line).
The collapsed phase (  >  c)
The collapsed regime was studied in [10], where a particular decomposition of the path
into beads has been introduced. A bead is a succession of non-zero vertical stretches
with alternating signs which ends when two consecutive stretches have the same sign
(or when a stretch is null). Such a decomposition is meaningful geometrically and we
proved in [10, Theorem C] that there is a unique macroscopic bead in the collapsed
regime and that the number of monomers outside this bead are at most of order (logL)4.
The next step, in the geometric description of the path, consisted in determining the
limiting shapes of the envelopes of this unique bead. This has been achieved in [10]
where the rescaled upper envelope (respectively lower envelope) is shown to converge
in probability towards a deterministic Wulff shape  ⇤  (resp.   ⇤ ) defined as follows
 ⇤ (s) =
Z s
0
L0
⇥
( 12   x)eh0( 1a( )2 , 0)⇤dx, s 2 [0, 1], (2.6)
where L is defined in (5.3) and eh0 in (5.10). Thus, we obtained
Theorem 2.4. ([10] Theorem E) For   >  c and " > 0,
lim
L!1
PL, 
⇣  eE+l    ⇤ 2   1 > "⌘ = 0,
lim
L!1
PL, 
⇣  eE l +  ⇤ 2   1 > "⌘ = 0. (2.7)
This Theorem has also been stated as a Shape Theorem in [10]. The natural question
that comes to mind is: are we able to identify the fluctuations around this shape?
For technical reasons that will be discussed in Remark 2.6 below, we are not able
to identify such a limiting distribution. However, we can prove a close convergence
result by working on a particular mixture of those measures PL0,  for L
0 2 KL :=
L+[ "(L), "(L)]\N with "(L) := (logL)6. Thus, we define the extended set of trajectoriese⌦L = [L02KL⌦L0 , and we let ePL,  be a mixture of those  PL0,  , L0 2 KL defined by
ePL,  l  := X
L02KL
eZL0, P
k2KL
eZk,  PL0, (l) 1{l2⌦L0}, for l 2 e⌦L. (2.8)
EJP 21 (2016), paper 49.
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In other words, ePL,  satisfies
ePL,   · |⌦L0  = PL0, (·) and ePL,  ⌦L0  = eZL0, P
k2KL
eZk,  , for L0 2 KL. (2.9)
We denote by eQL,  the law of the fluctuations of the envelopes around their limiting
shapes, that is the law of the random processesp
Nl
⇣eE+l (s)   ⇤ (s)2 , eE l (s) +  ⇤ (s)2 ⌘s2[0,1] , (2.10)
with l sampled from ePL, . Finally, let us note that stating Theorem 2.5 requires using
function eH that will be defined in Section 5.1. We obtain the following limit.
Theorem 2.5 (Fluctuations of the convex envelopes around the Wulff shape). For   >  c,
and H = eH(q  , 0), q  = 1a( )2 we have the convergence in distribution
eQL,  d    !
L!1
⇣
⇠H +
⇠cH
2
, ⇠H   ⇠
c
H
2
⌘
, (2.11)
where for H = (h0, h1) such that [h0, h0 + h1] ⇢ D = (  /2, /2), the process ⇠H =
(⇠H(t), 0  t  1) is centered and Gaussian with covariance
E [⇠H(s) ⇠H(t)] =
Z s^t
0
L00((1  x)h0 + h1) dx,
and where ⇠cH := (⇠
c
H(t), 0  t  1) is a process independent of ⇠H which has the law of
⇠H conditionally on ⇠H(1) =
R 1
0 ⇠H(s) ds = 0.
From Theorem 2.5 we deduce that the fluctuations of both envelopes around their
limiting shapes are of order L1/4.
Remark 2.6. The reason why we prove Theorem 2.5 under the mixture ePL,  rather
than PL,  is the following. We need to establish a local limit theorem for the associated
random walk of law P  conditioned on having a large geometric area GN (V ) and we are
unable to do it. Fortunately, we know how to condition the random walk on having a large
algebraic area AN (V ) and under the mixture ePL,  we are able to compare quantitatively
these two conditionings (see Step 2 of the proof of Proposition 5.2 in Section 5.5).
In the construction of the mixture law ePL,  (cf. (2.8)), the choice of the prefactors of
those PL0 ,  with L
0 2 KL may appear artificial. However it is conjectured (see e.g. [20,
Section 8]) that our inequalities in Theorem 2.1 (3) can be improved to
eZL,  ⇠ B
L3/4
e m( )
p
L with B > 0,
so that the ratio of any two prefactors would converges to 1 as L!1 uniformly on the
choice of the indices of the two prefactors in KL. In other word, ePL,  should, in first
approximation, be the uniform mixture of those {PL0,  , L0 2 KL}.
Remark 2.7. We observe that one can recover the envelopes from two auxiliary pro-
cesses, i.e, the middle line Ml and the profile |l|. Thus, we associate with each l 2 LN,L
the path |l| = (|li|)N+1i=0 (with lN+1 = 0 by convention) and the pathMl =
 
Ml,i
 N+1
i=0
that
links the middles of each stretch consecutively, i.e.,Ml,0 = 0 and
Ml,i = l1 + · · ·+ li 1 + li
2
, i 2 {1, . . . , N}, (2.12)
and Ml,N+1 = l1 + · · · + lN (see Fig. 3). With the help of (2.5), we let fMl and el be the
time-space rescaled processes associated withMl and l and one can easily check thateE+l = fMl + |el|2 and eE l = fMl   |el|2 . (2.13)
EJP 21 (2016), paper 49.
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As a consequence, proving Theorem 2.5 is equivalent to proving that
bQL,  d    !
L!1
 
⇠H , ⇠
c
H
 
, (2.14)
where bQL,  is the law of pNl fMl(s), |el(s)|   ⇤ (s) s2[0,1] with l sampled from ePL, . The
convergence of fMl in (2.14) answers an open question raised in [4, Fig. 14 and Table II]
where the process is referred to as the center-of-mass walk.
The extended phase (  <  c)
When   <  c and under PL, , we have seen that a typical path l adopts an extended
configuration, characterized by a number of horizontal steps of order L. We let QL, 
be the law of
p
Nl
 eE l (s), eE+l (s) s2[0,1] under PL, . We let also (Bs)s2[0,1] be a standard
Brownian motion.
Theorem 2.8. For   <  c, there exists a    > 0 such that
QL, 
d    !
L!1
  
 
Bs, Bs
 
s2[0,1]. (2.15)
Remark 2.9. The constant    takes value
p
E (y21)/E (⌫1) where y1 (resp. ⌫1) corre-
sponds to the vertical (resp. horizontal) displacement of the path on one of the pattern
mentioned in Remark 2.3 (1). These objects are defined rigorously in Section 6 below.
2.3 Discussion and open problems
Giving a path characterization of the phase transition is an important issue for
polymer models in Statistical Mechanics. From that point of view, identifying in each
regime the limiting distribution of the whole path rescaled in time by its total length N
and in space by some ad-hoc power of N is challenging and meaningful. This question
was investigated in depth for (1 + 1)-dimensional wetting models, for instance in [13]
and [8] when the pinning occurs at the x-axis (hard wall), in [32] when the pinning of
the path occurs at a layer of finite width on top of the hard wall, or in [7] with some
additional stiffness imposed on the trajectories of the path. Although the features of
IPDSAW strongly differ from that of wetting models, we intend here to answer similar
questions. Finally, the interest of our work is raised by the fact that the collapse transition
undergone by the IPDSAW is fundamentally different from the localization transition
displayed by wetting models and this can be explained in a few words. For the wetting
model, the saturated phase for which the free energy is trivial (=0) corresponds to the
polymer being fully delocalized off the interface which means that entropy completely
takes over in the energy-entropy competition that rules such systems. For the IPDSAW
in turn, the saturated phase is characterized by a domination of trajectories that are
maximizing the energy. In other words, we could say that both models display a saturated
phase which in the pinning case is associated with a maximization of the entropy, whereas
it is associated with a maximization of the energy for the polymer collapse.
In our paper, we give a rather complete description of the scaling limits of IPDSAW
in each regime. There are a few open questions left that are stated as open problems at
the end of this section.
Critical regime. The most important result of the paper is concerned with the
critical regime (  =  c) for which we provide the limiting distribution of the horizontal
extension rescaled by L2/3 and the sharp asymptotic of the partition function. In
Section 4, indeed, we use the random walk representation described in Section 3.1
and the fact that   c = 1 to claim that the horizontal extension of the path has the
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law of the stopping time ⌧L := min{N   1: GN (V )   L   N} when V is sampled from
P (· |V⌧L = 0, G⌧L(V ) = L   ⌧L). Studying the scaling of ⌧L requires to build up a
renewal process based on the successive excursions made by V inside the lower half-
plane or inside the upper half-plane. A sharp local limit theorem is therefore required
for the area enclosed in between such an excursion and the x-axis and this is precisely
the object of a recent paper [12]. Note that the fact that the horizontal extension
fluctuates makes the scaling limits of the upper and lower envelopes of the path much
harder to investigate at   =  c. As soon as the limiting distribution of the rescaled
horizontal extension is not constant, which is the case for the critical IPDSAW, one
should indeed consider simultaneously the limiting distribution of eV , of fM , and of the
rescaled horizontal extension. For this reason, we will state the investigation of the
limiting distribution of the upper and lower envelopes of the critical IPDSAW as an
open problem. Let us conclude by pointing out that the critical regime of a Laplacian
(1+1)-dimensional pinning model that is investigated in [7] has somehow a similar flavor.
More precisely, when the pinning term " is switched off, the path can be viewed as
the bridge of an integrated random walk and therefore scales like N3/2. This scaling
persists until " reaches a critical value "c. At criticality, and once rescaled in time by
N and in space N
3
2 / log
5
2 (N) the path is seen as the density of a signed measure µN on
[0, 1]. Then, µN that is build with a path sampled from the polymer measure, converges
in distribution towards a random atomic measure on [0, 1]. The atoms of the limiting
distribution are generated by the longest excursions of the integrated walk, very much
in the spirit of the limiting distribution in Theorem 2.2 (2) which can be written as a
sum (see (4.46)) whose terms are associated with the longest excursions of the auxiliary
random walk.
Collapsed regime. Due to the convergence of both envelopes towards deterministic
Wulff shapes, the collapsed IPDSAW may be related to other models in Statistical
Mechanics that are known to undergo convergence of interfaces towards deterministic
Wulff shapes. This is the case for instance when considering a 2 dimensional bond
percolation model in its percolation regime and conditioned on the existence of an open
curve of the dual graph around the origin with a prescribed large area enclosed inside
the curve (see [1]). A similar interface appears when considering the 2-dimensional Ising
model in a big square box of size N at low temperature with no external field and  
boundary conditions and when conditioning the total magnetization to deviate from its
average (i.e.,  m⇤N2 with m⇤ > 0) by a factor aN ⇠ N4/3+  (  > 0). It has been proven
in [16], [22], [23] and [24] that such a deviation is typically due to a unique large droplet
of +, whose boundary converges to a deterministic Wulff shape once rescaled by
p
aN .
However, the closest relatives to the collapsed IPDSAW are probably the 1-dimensional
SOS model with a prescribed large area below the interface (see [14]) and the 2-
dimensional Ising interface separating the + and   phases in a vertically infinite layer
of finite width (again with a large area underneath the interface, see [15]). For both
models and in size N 2 N, the law of the interface can be related to the law of an
underlying random walk V conditioned on describing an abnormally large algebraic
area (qN2 with q > 0). As a consequence, once rescaled in time and space by N the
interface converges in probability towards a Wulff shape, whose characteristics depends
on q and on the random walk distribution. The fluctuations of the interface around this
deterministic shape are of order
p
N and their limiting distribution is identified in [14,
theorem 2.1] for SOS model and in [15, theorem 3.2] for Ising interface at sufficiently
low temperature. The proofs in [14] and [15] use an ad-hoc tilting of the random walk
law (described in Section 5.1), so that the large area becomes typical under the tilted
law. In this framework, a local limit theorem can be derived for any finite dimensional
distribution of V under the tilted law.
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In the present paper, our system also enjoys a random walk representation (see
Section 3.1) and we will use the “large area” tilting of the random walk law as well to
prove Theorem 3.1. However, our model displays three particular features that prevent
us from applying the results of [14] straightforwardly. First, the conditioning on the
auxiliary random walk V is, in our case, related to the geometric area below the path
rather than to the algebraic area (see Remark 2.6). Second, the horizontal extension
of an IPDSAW path fluctuates, which is not the case for SOS model. Thus, the ratio q
of the area below the path divided by the square of its horizontal extension fluctuates
as well, which forces us to display some uniformity in q for every local limit theorem
we state in Section 5. Third and last, the fact that an IPDSAW path is characterized
by two envelopes makes it compulsory to study simultaneously the fluctuations of V
around the Wulff shape and the fluctuations ofM around the x-axis (recall (2.12–2.14)).
We recall that the increments ofM are obtained by switching the sign of every second
increment of V . As a consequence, we need to adapt, in Section 5.1, the proofs of the
finite dimensional convergence and of the tightness displayed in [14].
We need to mention that in the collapsed phase, our asymptotics, (3) of Theorem 2.1,
are less precise that the asymptotics of [21, Theorem 1.1] where they give exact asymp-
totics, with a square root prefactor for the partition function of their self-avoiding
polygons model. A reason we could not adapt easily their results/methods is that, among
other differences, in our model we penalize the horizontal steps by a factor    that
differs from the penalization we assign to the vertical steps (increments of a RW of law
P ) whereas in their model each step is penalized by the same factor e   .
Extended regime. The extended regime is somehow easier to deal with. One can
indeed decompose the trajectory into simple patterns, that do not interact with each
other and are typically of finite length, that is, the pieces of path in between two
consecutive vertical stretches of length 0. We will briefly show in Section 6 that these
patterns can be seen as independent building blocks of the path and can be associated
with a positive recurrent renewal.
Computer Simulations
As explained in the Appendix 7, the representation formula (1.7) provides an exact
simulation algorithm for the law of a path under the polymer measure P ,L. However,
this algorithm is very efficient only for   =  c, and loses all efficiency when   is not close
to  c.
Open problems
• Find the scaling limit of the envelopes of the path in the critical regime.
• Establish the fluctuations of the envelopes around the Wulff shapes (Theorem 2.5)
for the true polymer measure PL,  rather that for the mixture ePL,  .
• Establish a Central Limit Theorem and a Large Deviation Principle for the horizontal
extensions in the collapsed and extended regimes.
• Devise a dynamic scheme of convergence of measures on paths such that the
equilibrium measure is the polymer measure, and with a sharp control on the
mixing time to equilibrium similar to the one devised for S.O.S in [5].
3 Preparation
In this section, we recall the proof of the probabilistic representation of the partition
function (recall 1.7). This proof was already displayed in [29] but since it constitutes the
starting point of our analysis it is worth reproducing it here briefly. Moreover, we obtain
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as a by product the auxiliary random walk V of law P , which, under an appropriate
conditioning, can be used to derive some path properties under the polymer measure.
3.1 Probabilistic representation of the partition function
Let us recall that V := (Vn)n2N is a random walk of law P  satisfying V0 = 0,
Vn =
Pn
i=1 Ui for n 2 N and (Ui)i2N is an i.i.d sequence of integer random variables
whose law was defined in (1.6). For L 2 N and N 2 {1, . . . , L} we recall that
VN,L N := {V : GN (V ) = L N,VN+1 = 0} with GN (V ) =
PN
i=0 |Vi|,
and (see Fig. 4) we denote by TN the one-to-one correspondence that maps VN,L N onto
LN,L as
TN (V )i = ( 1)i 1Vi for all i 2 {1, . . . N}. (3.1)
Coming back to the proof of (1.7) we recall (1.1–1.5) and we note that 8x, y 2 Z
one can write x e^ y = 12 (|x|+ |y|  |x+ y|). Hence, for   > 0 and L 2 N, the partition
function in (1.5) becomes
ZL,  =
LX
N=1
X
l2LN,L
l0=lN+1=0
exp
⇣
 
NX
n=1
|ln|   2
NX
n=0
|ln + ln+1|
⌘
= c  e
 L
LX
N=1
  c 
e 
 N X
l2LN,L
l0=lN+1=0
NY
n=0
exp
⇣
  2 |ln + ln+1|
⌘
c 
. (3.2)
Then, since for l 2 LN,L the increments (Ui)N+1i=1 of V = (TN ) 1(l) in (3.1) necessarily
satisfy Ui := ( 1)i 1(li 1 + li), one can rewrite (3.2) as
ZL,  = c e
 L
LX
N=1
  c 
e 
 N X
V 2VN,L N
P (V ), (3.3)
which immediately implies (1.7). A useful consequence of formula (3.3) is that, once
conditioned on taking a given number of horizontal steps N , the polymer measure is
exactly the image measure by the TN transformation of the geometric random walk V
conditioned to return to the origin after N +1 steps and to make a geometric area L N ,
i.e.,
PL, 
 
l 2 · | Nl = N
 
= P 
 
TN (V ) 2 · | VN+1 = 0, GN = L N
 
. (3.4)
4 Scaling Limits in the critical phase
In this section we will prove the items (2) of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 which correspond
to the critical case (  =  c). To simplify notations, we shall write   instead of  c until
the end of this proof. In Section 4.1 below, we first exhibit a renewal structure for the
underlying geometric random walk, based on “excursions”. Then we state a local limit
theorem for the area of such an excursion. This Theorem has been proven recently in
[12]. With these tools in hand we will be able to prove Theorem 2.1 (2) in Section 4.2
and Theorem 2.2 (2) in Section 4.3. Finally, in Section 4.4, we identify the limiting law
of the rescaled horizontal extension obtained in Section 4.3 with that of the Brownian
stopping time g1 under a proper conditioning.
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0 N=12
Figure 4: An example of a trajectory l = (li)11i=1 with l1 = 2, l2 =  3, l4 = 4. . . is drawn on
the upper picture. The auxiliary random walk V associated with l, i.e., (Vi)12i=0 = (T11)
 1(l)
is drawn on the lower picture with V1 = 2, V2 = 3, V4 = 4 . . .
4.1 Preparations
The renewal structure
We introduce a sequence of stopping times (⌧k)k2N which are similar to ladder times. To
be more specific we set ⌧0 = 0 and
⌧k+1 = inf {i > ⌧k : Vi 1 6= 0 and Vi 1Vi  0} . (4.1)
To these we associate, for j 2 N, the length of the jth inter-arrival of (⌧k)k2N, i.e.,
Nj = ⌧j   ⌧j 1 (j   1) , (4.2)
and the associated geometric area
Aj =
  V⌧j 1   + · · ·+   V⌧j 1   (j   1) . (4.3)
We let ⌧ = ⌧1 = N1. Let us observe that A1 = G⌧ 1(V ). For simplicity, we will drop the V
dependency of G in what follows.
Now, we state the main result of this section, and the remaining part of this section
is devoted to its proof.
Proposition 4.1. The random variables (Ai,Ni)i 1 are independent and the sequence
(Ai,Ni)i 2 is IID.
We shall first need to study the distribution of V⌧ . Let T be a random variable with
geometric distribution with parameter p  = 1  e  /2 that is
P (T = k) = e 
 
2 k(1  e  /2) (k 2 N [ {0}) ,
and let µ  be the law of the associated symmetric random variable, that is µ  is the
distribution of "T with " independent from T and P (" = ±1) = 12 :
µ (k) = P ("T = k) =
1  e  /2
2
e 
 
2 |k|1(k 6=0) + (1  e  /2)1(k=0). (4.4)
Finally we let P ,x be the law of the random walk starting from V0 = x 2 Z and P ,µ  be
the law of the random walk when V0 has distribution µ  .
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Lemma 4.2. Under P ,x with x 2 Z or under P ,µ  , the random variable V⌧ is indepen-
dent from the couple (G⌧ 1, ⌧). Moreover
• V⌧ =law  T under P ,x with x > 0,
• V⌧ =law T under P ,x with x < 0,
• V⌧ =law µ  under P  ,
• V⌧ =law µ  under P ,µ  .
Proof. Let x > 0, y   0 and a, n be integers. Under P ,x we compute the probability of
Tn,a,y := {G⌧ 1 = a, ⌧ = n, V⌧ =  y} by disintegrating it with respect to the value z > 0
taken by Vn 1, i.e.,
P ,x(G⌧ 1 = a, ⌧ = n, V⌧ =  y)
=
X
z>0
P ,x (V1 + · · ·+ Vn 1 = a;Vi > 0, 1  i  n  2;Vn 1 = z) e
   2 (z+y)
c 
=   P ,x (G⌧ 1 = a, ⌧ = n) e 
 
2 y , (4.5)
where    can be seen as a normalizing constant for a distribution on the non negative
integers, we obtain that    = p  and V⌧ is independent of (G⌧ 1, ⌧) and distributed
as  T . For x < 0 the proof is exactly the same. For x = 0, we take into account the
possibility that the walk sticks to zero for a while. Thus, for y > 0, we partition the
event {G⌧ 1 = a, ⌧ = n, V⌧ =  y} depending on the value z > 0 taken by Vn 1 and on
the number of steps k during which the random walks sticks to 0, i.e.,
P  (G⌧ 1 = a, ⌧ = n, V⌧ =  y)
=
X
z>0,0kn 2
P ,x (An 1 = a;Vi = 0, 0  i  k;Vi > 0, k < i  n  2;Vn 1 = z) e
   2 (z+y)
c 
:= e 
 
2 y, (4.6)
where  is implicitly defined by (4.6) and its dependence in a and n is omitted for
simplicity. We obtain by symmetry P  (G⌧ 1 = a, ⌧ = n, V⌧ = y) = e 
 
2 y. It is only for
x = y = 0 that we need to take into account positive and negative excursions, and we
obtain
P  (G⌧ 1 = a, ⌧ = n, V⌧ = 0) = 2 .
Summing all these probabilities yields
 =
1  e  /2
2
P  (G⌧ 1 = a, ⌧ = n) ,
and we can conclude that the random variable V⌧ is independent from the couple
(G⌧ 1, ⌧) with distribution µ  .
The final computation showing that µ  is an “invariant measure”, is straightforward:
P ,µ  (V⌧ = y) =
X
x
µ (x)P ,x (V⌧ = y) (4.7)
=
X
x
µ (x)(P ( T = y) 1(x>0) + P (T = y) 1(x<0) + µ (y)1(x=0)) (4.8)
= . . . = µ (y). (4.9)
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Proof of Proposition 4.1. The proof is based on the preceding Lemma, and uses induc-
tion in conjunction with the Markov property. Our induction assumption is thus that
the sequence (Ai,Ni)1ik is independent, that the subsequence (Ai,Ni)2ik is IID,
and that the random variable V⌧k is independent of (Ai,Ni)1ik, with distribution µ .
Then,
P 
 
(Ai,Ni) = (ai, ni), 1  i  k + 1;V⌧k+1 = y
 
=
E 
h
1{(Ai,Ni)=(ai,ni),1ik}PV⌧k ((A1,N1) = (ak+1, nk+1);V⌧ = y)
i
= µ (y)P ,µ  (A⌧ 1 = ak+1, ⌧ = nk+1) P  ((Ai,Ni) = (ai, ni), 1  i  k) ,
and this concludes the induction step.
Remark 4.3. The renewal structure used in the present paper is somehow reminiscent
of another renewal structure used in [33], where the author focuses on the probability
that different types of integrated random walks remain positive up to an arbitrary large
time n. The random walk of law P  that we consider here falls into the scope of this work.
In [33], the random walk paths are decomposed into cycles containing each a positive
and a negative excursion. Although the path decomposition applied in the present work
is different since for instance our excursions are not necessarily of alternating signs, and
although we are more focused here on establishing local limit theorems, both works rely
on a particular feature associated with the type of random walks considered, namely,
the statement of our Lemma 4.2 or in words, as stated in [33] “the overshoot over any
fixed level is independent of the moment when it occurs and also of the walk up to this
moment”.
Local limit theorem for the “excursion” area
Let us state first the theorem. Here fex stands for the density of the area of the standard
Brownian excursion (see e.g. [25]).
Theorem 4.4 (Theorem 1 of [12]). With the constant C  := (E (V 21 ))
 1/2 and with
w(x) = C  fex(C  x), we have
lim
n!+1 supa2Z
   n3/2P  (Gn = a | ⌧ = n)  w(a/n3/2)    = 0 .
Remark 4.5. From the monograph [25] we extract the asymptotics (formulas (93) and
(96))
fex(x) = e
 C1
x2 (C2x
 5 + o(x 5) (x! 0) (4.10)
fex(x) = C3x
2e 6x
2
(1 + o(1)) (x! +1). (4.11)
A straightforward application of the dominated convergence theorem entails that if
bn !1 then for all ⌘ > 0,
1
n2/3
X
⌘n2/3kbnn2/3
✓
k
n2/3
◆ 3
w
 ✓
k
n2/3
◆ 3/2!
!
Z +1
⌘
t 3w(t 3/2) dt. (4.12)
It is easy to check from [12] that this theorem still holds when started from the
“invariant measure” µ  . More precisely, Rn ! 0 with
Rn := sup
a2Z
   n3/2P ,µ  (Gn = a | ⌧ = n)  w(a/n3/2)    . (4.13)
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4.2 Proof of Theorem (2.1) (2)
Using the random walk representation (3.3), we obtain, since    = 1, that the excess
partition function is
1
c 
eZL,  = LX
N=1
P  (GN = L N,VN+1 = 0) . (4.14)
Then, we partition the event {GN = L   N,VN+1 = 0} with respect to r := inf{i  
0: VN i 6= 0} the time length during which the random walk sticks to the origin before
its N -th step, i.e.,
1
c 
eZL,  = L 1X
r=0
L rX
N=1
P  (GN = L N   r, VN 6= 0, VN+1 = 0)P  (V1 = · · · = Vr = 0) (4.15)
+P  (V1 = · · · = VL = 0)
=
 
1
c 
 L
+
L 1X
r=0
 
1
c 
 r L rX
N=1
P  (GN = L N   r, VN 6= 0, VN+1 = 0) .
Then we use the fact that, for all x 2 N, we have P  (U1 = x) /P  (U1   x) = 1  e  /2,
and obtain
1
c 
eZL,  =   1c   L + (1  e  /2) L 1X
r=0
 
1
c 
 r L rX
N=1
P  (GN = L N   r, VN 6= 0, VNVN+1  0)
=
 
1
c 
 L
+ (1  e  /2)
L 1X
r=0
 
1
c 
 r
P  (L  r + 1 2 X) , (4.16)
where
X =
nX
kn
Ak +Nk;n   1
o
(4.17)
is the renewal set associated to the sequence of random variables Xk := Ak +Nk (recall
(4.1–4.3).
It is clear that we are going to obtain the same asymptotics for eZL,  if we substitute
P ,µ  to P  in the r.h.s. of (4.16), that is if we consider a true renewal process with the
random variable X1 having the same distribution as the Xi for i   2. Thus, the proof of
Theorem (2.1) (2) will be a consequence of the tail estimate of X under P ,µ  in the next
lemma.
Lemma 4.6. For   > 0, there exists a c1,  > 0 such that
P ,µ  (X1 = n) =
c1, 
n4/3
(1 + o(1)), (4.18)
and c1,  = (1 + e /2)
q
E [V 21 ]
2⇡
R +1
0 x
 3w(x 
3
2 ) dx.
By applying [17, Theorem B] (see also Theorem A.7 of [19]) we deduce from (4.18)
that
P ,µ  (L 2 X) =
sin(⇡/3)
3⇡c1, L2/3
(1 + o(1)). (4.19)
Then, it suffices to recall (4.16-4.17) to complete the proof.
Proof of Lemma 4.6. We recall that ⌧1 = N1 and we drop the index 1 for simplicity. First,
we use that for all j, k 2 N
P ,µ  (Vj+1   Vj   k)
P ,µ  (Vj+1   Vj = k)
=
1
1  e   2
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to write
P ,µ  (X1 = n) = P ,µ  (A⌧ 1 + ⌧ = n) = P ,µ  (A⌧ 1 + ⌧ = n, V⌧ = 0)
1
1 e   2
(4.20)
and then, for ⌘ 2 (0, 1), we split the probability of the r.h.s. in (4.20) into two terms:
P ,µ  (A⌧ 1 + ⌧ = n, V⌧ = 0)
=
⌘n2/3X
k=1
P ,µ  (Ak 1 = n  k, ⌧ = k, Vk = 0) +
nX
k=⌘ n2/3
P ,µ  (Ak 1 = n  k, ⌧ = k, Vk = 0)
=: un + vn. (4.21)
From this equality, the proof will be divided into two steps. The first step consists in
controlling un and the second step vn.
Step 1
Our aim is to show that for all " > 0 there exists an ⌘ > 0 such that
lim sup
n!1
n4/3un  ". (4.22)
Proof. In this step, we will need an improved version of the local limit Theorem estab-
lished in [6, Proposition 2.3] for Vn and An simultaneously. The proof is given in the
Appendix 7.3.
Proposition 4.7.
sup
n2N
sup
k,a2Z
n3
   P (Vn = k,An(V ) = a)  1 2  n2 g⇣ k  pn , a  n3/2⌘    <1, (4.23)
with g(y, z) = 6⇡ e
 2y2 6z2+6yz for (y, z) 2 R2.
We resume the proof of (4.22) by bounding from above the probability that there
exists a piece of the V = (Vi)ni=0 trajectory of length smaller than
n2/3
logn with an algebraic
area (seen from its starting point) that is larger than n2 and/or that one of the increments
of V is larger than (log n)2. Thus, we set Bn := Cn [Dn with
Cn :=
[
i2{0,...,n 1}
{Vi+1 Vi   (log n)2} and Dn :=
[
(j1,j2)2Jn
{Aj1,j2 Vj1(j2 j1)   n2 , Vj1   0}
where Jn =
 
(j1, j2) 2 {0, . . . , n}2 : 0  j2   j1  n2/3logn
 
and As,t =
Pt 1
i=s Vi. Then, for
each (j1, j2) 2 Jn we apply Markov property at j1 and we get
P ,µ  (Dn) 
X
(j1,j2)2Jn
P (Aj2 j1   n2 ). (4.24)
Since under P ,µ  , the random variable V1 has small exponential moments, there exists
a constant C > 0 such that
P ,µ 
✓
sup
1kn
|Vk|   xn
◆
 2e Cnx^x2 (x   0, n 2 N) . (4.25)
We note that Aj2 j1   n2 implies max{|Vi|, i = 1, . . . , j2   j1}   n2(j2 j1) so that finally we
can use (4.25) to prove that there exists C 00 > 0 such that
sup
(j1,j2)2Jn
P (Aj2 j1   n2 )  P 
✓
sup
1jn2/3/ log(n)
|Vj |   n1/32 log(n)
◆
 2e C00 log(n)3 , (4.26)
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which (recall (4.24)) suffices to claim that P ,µ  (Dn) = o(1/n4/3). Moreover, P ,µ  (V1  
(log n)2)  ce   2 log(n)2 suffices to conclude that P ,µ  (Cn) = o(1/n4/3) which, in turn,
implies that P ,µ  (Bn) = o(1/n4/3).
At this stage, for k  ⌘n2/3, we can partition the set {Ak 1 = n   k, ⌧ = k, Vk = 0}
depending on the indices at which a trajectory passes above
p
k for the first and the last
time. Thus, we set ⇠pk = inf{i   0: Vi  
p
k} and b⇠pk = max{i  k : Vi   pk}. We also
consider the positions of V at ⇠pk and b⇠pk and the algebraic areas below V in-between
0 and ⇠pk, ⇠pk and b⇠pk as well as b⇠pk and k. Thus, we set t¯ = (t1, t2), x¯ = (x1, x2),
a¯ = (a1, a2) and we write
{Ak 1 = n  k, ⌧ = k, Vk = 0} = [(t¯,x¯,a¯)2Gk,nYn,k(t¯, x¯, a¯), (4.27)
with
Yn,k(t¯, x¯, a¯) :=
n
⌧ = k, ⇠pk = t1, b⇠pk = k   t2, (4.28)
Vt1 = x1, Vk t2 = x2, Vk = 0,
At1 = a1, At1,k t2 = n  k   a1   a2, Ak t2,k = a2
o
,
and with
Gk,n =
n
(t¯, x¯, a¯) 2 N6 : 0  t1  k   t2  k   1,
0  a1  k3/2, 0  a2  k3/2,
x1  
p
k, x2  
p
k
o
. (4.29)
Then we set
eGk,n =  (t¯, x¯, a¯) 2 Gk,n : k   t1   t2  n2/3logn or x1  pk > log(n)2 , (4.30)
and we note that if (t¯, x¯, a¯) 2 [⌘n2/3k=1 eGk,n, then either x1  pk   (log n)2, which implies in
particular Yn,k(t¯, x¯, a¯) ⇢ Cn, or x1 
p
k + (log n)2 and then
At1,k t2   Vt1(k   t1   t2) = n  k   a1   a2   x1(k   t1   t2) (4.31)
  n  k   3k3/2   (log n)2k
  n  ⌘n2/3   3⌘3/2n  log(n)2⌘n2/3   n
2
,
provided ⌘ is chosen small enough. Thus, Yn,k(t¯, x¯, a¯) ⇢ Dn so that
[⌘n2/3k=1 [(t¯,x¯,a¯)2 eGk,n Yn,k(t¯, x¯, a¯) ⇢ Bn.
Clearly, for k  n2/3/ log(n) we have Gk,n = eGk,n so that we should simply focus on
bounding from above
P ,µ 
⇣
[⌘n2/3
k=n
2/3
logn
[(t¯,x¯,a¯)2Gk,n\ eGk,nYn,k(t¯, x¯, a¯)
⌘
.
Pick n2/3/ log n  k  ⌘n2/3 and (t¯, x¯, a¯) 2 Gk,n \ eGk,n. By applying Markov property
at t1 and k   t2 and by applying time reversibility between k   t2 and k, we can write
P ,µ  (Yn,k(t¯, x¯, a¯)) = S1S2S3 (4.32)
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with
S1 = P ,µ  (⌧ > t1, Vt1 = x1, ⇠
p
k = t1, At1 = a1)
S2 = P ,x1(⌧ > k   t1   t2, Vk t1 t2 = x2   x1, Ak t1 t2 = n  k   a1   a2)
S3 = P (⌧ > t2, Vt2 = x2, ⇠pk = t2, At2 = a2). (4.33)
Since we are looking for an upper bound of the r.h.s. in (4.32), we can remove the
restriction {⌧ > k   t1   t2} in S2 and write
S2  P (Vk t1 t2 = x2   x1, Ak t1 t2 = n  k   a1   a2   x1(k   t1   t2)). (4.34)
Therefore, it remains to bound
⌘n2/3X
k=n2/3/ logn
X
(t¯,x¯,a¯)2Gk,n\ eGk,n
S1S2S3
and we recall (4.34) and Proposition 4.7 that yield S2  eS2 + bS2 with eS2 = C1(k t1 t2)3 andbS2 = C2(k t1 t2)2 g( x2 x1  pk t1 t2 , n k a1 a2 x1(k t1 t2)  (k t1 t2)3/2 ), (4.35)
with g(y, z) = 6⇡ e
 2y2 6z2+6yz  6⇡ e 
3
2 z
2
. We recall (4.31) and we write
bS2  C2(k t1 t2)2 e  32 n24 2 (k t1 t2)3 , (4.36)
and then for all (t¯, x¯, a¯) 2 Gk,n \ eGk,n we have eS2  C1 log(n)3/n2 and at the same timeX
(t¯,x¯,a¯)2Gk,n
S1S3 =
X
0t1k 1
P ,µ  (⌧ > t1, ⇠
p
k = t1, At1  k3/2) (4.37)X
1t2k t1
P (⌧ > t2, ⇠pk = t2, At2  k3/2),
where we have summed over x1, a1, x2 and a2 in Gk,n. Moreover, (4.37) yieldsX
(t¯,x¯,a¯)2Gk,n
S1S3  P ,µ  (⇠pk < ⌧0)P (⇠pk < ⌧0) 
C3
k
, (4.38)
where we have used that the probability for the V random walk to reach
p
k before
coming back to the lower half plane is O(1/
p
k). Thus,
⌘n2/3X
k=n2/3/ logn
X
(t¯,x¯,a¯)2Gk,n\ eGk,n
S1 eS2S3  ⌘n2/3X
k=n2/3/ logn
C4 log(n)3
n2k
 C5 log(n)
4
n2
= o(1/n4/3).
It remains to bound from above
P⌘n2/3
k=n2/3/ logn
P
(t¯,x¯,a¯)2Gk,n\ eGk,n S1 bS2S3. We rewrite (4.36)
as bS2  C2n4/3 ⇥ n2/3(k t1 t2)⇤2e  38 2 
 
n2/3
k t1 t2
 3
,
and we note that x2e 3x
3/(8 2 )  e x3/(4 2 ) for x large enough. Since k  ⌘n2/3 it follows
that n2/3/(k   t1   t2)   n2/3/k   1/⌘ so that by choosing ⌘ small enough we get
bS2  C2n4/3 e  14 2 
 
n2/3
k t1 t2
 3
 C2
n4/3
e
  1
4 2
 
 
n2/3
k
 3
, (4.39)
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and then we use (4.37) and (4.39) to get
⌘n2/3X
k=n2/3/ logn
X
(t¯,x¯,a¯)2Gk,n\ eGk,n
S1 bS2S3  ⌘n2/3X
k=n2/3/ logn
C2
n4/3
e
  1
4 2
 
 
n2/3
k
 3 X
(t¯,x¯,a¯)2Gk,n\ eGk,n
S1S3

⌘n2/3X
k=n2/3/ logn
C2
kn4/3
e
  1
4 2
 
 
n2/3
k
 3
 C2
n4/3

1
n2/3
⌘n2/3X
k=n2/3/ logn
n2/3
k e
  1
4 2
 
 
n2/3
k
 3 
, (4.40)
and the Riemann sum between brackets above converges to
R ⌘
0 (1/x)e
 1/(4 2 x3)dx so that
the r.h.s. in (4.40) is smaller that "/n4/3 as soon as ⌘ is chosen small enough and this
completes the proof.
Step 2
Our aim is to show that for all ⌘ > 0,
lim
n!1n
4/3vn = (1 + e
 /2)
r
E  [V 21 ]
2⇡
Z +1
⌘
x 3w(x 
3
2 ) dx. (4.41)
Proof. By Theorem 8 of [26] (see also Theorem A.11 of [19]) and since E 
⇥
V 21
⇤
< +1,
we can state that P  (e⌧ = n) ⇠ Cn 3/2 with C = (E  ⇥V 21 ⇤ /2⇡)1/2 and with e⌧ = inf{i  
1: Vi  0} which may differ from ⌧ (recall 4.1) when V0 = 0 only. In Appendix 7.2, we
extend this local limit theorem to the random walk with initial distribution µ  and we
obtain
P ,µ  (⌧ = n) ⇠ C⌧n 3/2 with C⌧ = (1 + e /2)
r
E  [V 21 ]
2⇡
. (4.42)
Let
v0n :=
X
⌘n2/3kn
P ,µ  (⌧ = k) k
 3/2w
✓
n  k
k3/2
◆
.
We recall the definition of Rn in (4.13) and we write
|vn   v0n| 
X
⌘n2/3kn
P ,µ  (⌧ = k) k
 3/2Rk  C 0R⌘n2/3
X
⌘n2/3kn
k 3
 C 00R⌘n2/3
1
⌘2n4/3
= o(n 4/3) . (4.43)
We can establish by dominating convergence (see Remark 4.5) that
n4/3v0n ! C⌧
Z +1
⌘
t 3w(t 3/2) dt. (4.44)
By putting together (4.43), (4.44) we obtain (4.41) and this completes the proof.
4.3 Proof of Theorem 2.2 (2)
Let (Ui)1i=1 be the sequence of inter-arrivals of a 1/3-stable regenerative set 1 T on
[0, 1], conditioned on 1 2 T and denote by (Ui)1i=0 its order statistics. Let (Yi)1i=1 be an
1We refer to [9, Appendix A] for a self-contained introduction of the ↵-stable regenerative sets on [0, 1] (see
also [2]). In fact, it is useful to keep in mind that such a set is the limit in distribution of the set ⌧N \ [0, 1]
when ⌧ is a regenerative process on N with an inter-arrival law K that satisfies K(n) ⇠ L(n)/n1+↵ and with
L a slowly varying function. The alpha-stable regenerative set can also be viewed as the zero set of a Bessel
bridge on [0, 1] of dimension d = 2(1  ↵).
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IID sequence of continuous random variables, independent of (Ui)1i=0, with density
dPY1(x) / 1x3 w
 
1
x3/2
 
1R+(x). (4.45)
We are first going to prove that
lim
L!+1
Nl
L2/3
=law
+1X
i=1
Yi (U
i)2/3 =law
+1X
i=1
Yi U
2/3
i , (4.46)
where the second identity in law in (4.46) is obvious and then we shall identify the
distribution of
P+1
i=1 Yi U
2/3
i with the distribution of g1 conditionally on Bg1 = 0.
We recall (4.1–4.3) and we consider the i.i.d. sequence of random vectors (Ni,Ai)1i=1
and we recall that Xi = Ni + Ai for i 2 N. We recall that, under P , the first excursion
has law P ,0 and the next excursions have law P ,µ  . Let us set Sn = X1 + · · ·+Xn and
vL := max{i   0: Si  L}. We recall (4.17) and we consider the sequence
(Ni,Ai, Xi)
vL
i=1
under the law P (·|L 2 X). We denote by Xr1   · · ·   XrvL the order statistics of
(Xi)
vL
i=1 such that if Xri = Xrj and i < j then ri < rj . To simplify notations we set
(Ni,Ai, Xi) = (Nri ,Ari , Xri) for i 2 {1, . . . , vL}.
To begin with, we will prove (4.46) subject to Propositions 4.8 and Claim 4.9 below.
Then, the remainder of this section will be dedicated to the proof of Propositions 4.8 and
Claim 4.9.
Proposition 4.8.
lim
L!1
PvL
i=1Ni
L2/3
=Law
1X
i=1
Yi (U
i)2/3. (4.47)
Claim 4.9. For   =  c, t 2 [0,1) and L large enough,
PL, 
✓
Nl
L2/3
 t
◆
=
tL2/3 1X
r=0
⇠r,LP 
✓
r +
PvL r+1
i=1 Ni
L2/3
 t |L  r + 1 2 X
◆
(4.48)
with
⇠r,L =
(1  e  /2)P  (L  r + 1 2 X)
cr 1  eZL,  , r 2 {0, . . . , L}. (4.49)
Pick t 2 [0,1) and " > 0. Combining (4.49) with (4.16) and Theorem 2.1 (2), we
obtain that
L 1X
r=1
⇠r,L = 1 + o(1). (4.50)
Moreover, by combining (4.49) with (4.18) and Theorem 2.1 (2) we can claim that there
exists an r" 2 N such that, provided L is chosen large enough, we have
P
r r" ⇠r,L  ".
Thus, with (4.50) we have also that
Pr"
r=0 ⇠r,L 2 [1  ", 1]. Then, we use Claim 4.9 and we
apply Proposition 4.8 to each probability indexed by r 2 {1, . . . , r"} in the r.h.s. of (4.48)
to conclude that, for L large enough
(1  ")P
✓ 1X
i=1
Yi (U
i)2/3  t
◆
  "  PL, 
⇣ Nl
L2/3
 t
⌘
 2"+P
✓ 1X
i=1
Yi (U
i)2/3  t
◆
, (4.51)
which completes the proof of (4.46).
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Proof of Proposition 4.8
To begin with, let us distinguish between the k excursions associated with the first k
variables of the order statistics (Xi)vLi=1 and the others, i.e.,PvL
i=1Ni
L2/3
= Ak,L +Bk,L (4.52)
with
Ak,L =
kX
i=1
Ni
L
2
3
and Bk,L =
vLX
i=k+1
Ni
(Xi)
2
3
⇣Xi
L
⌘ 2
3
. (4.53)
Then, the proof of Proposition 4.8 will be deduced from the following two steps.
Step 1 Show that for all k 2 N and under P (· |L 2 X),
lim
L!1
Ak,L =law
Pk
i=1 Yi (U
i)
2
3 . (4.54)
Step 2 Show that for all " > 0,
lim
k!1
lim sup
L!1
P (Bk,L   "|L 2 X) = 0. (4.55)
Before proving (4.54) and (4.55), we need to settle some preparatory lemmas. To begin
with we let F be the distribution function of X under P ,µ  that is F (t) = P ,µ  (X  t)
for t 2 R and F 1 its pseudo-inverse, that is F 1(u) = inf{t 2 R : F (t)   u} for u 2 (0, 1).
Lemma 4.10. There exists C > 0 such that
F 1(u) ⇠ C(1 u)3 as u! 1 . (4.56)
Proof. The proof is a straightforward consequence of (4.18).
Recall (4.45). The next lemma deals with the convergence in law, as m!1, of the
horizontal extension of an excursion renormalized by m2/3 and conditioned on the area
of the excursion being equal to m.
Lemma 4.11. For all   > 0 and all m 2 N we consider the random variable N
m2/3
under
the laws P ,a(·|X = m) with a 2 {0, µ }. We have
lim
m!1
N1
m2/3
=Law Y1, (4.57)
and also that the sequence
 
E ,a
 
N
m2/3
  X = m  
m2N is bounded.
Proof. With the help of Theorem (4.4) we can use the following equality
P ,µ  (N = n
  X = m) = P ,µ  (A = m  n   N = n) P ,µ  (N = n)P ,µ  (X = m) , (4.58)
combined with (4.42) and (4.18), to claim that there exists a D > 0 such that
P ,µ  (N = n
  X = m) = Dm4/3
n3
w
⇣m  n
n3/2
⌘
+
m4/3
n3
("1(m) + "2(n)) , (4.59)
with "1(m) and "2(n) vanishing as m,n!1.
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To display an upper bound for the sequence
 
E ,µ 
 
N
m2/3
  X = m  
m2N it suffices of
course to consider
E ,µ 
⇣ N
m2/3
1{N m2/3}
  X = m⌘ = mX
n=m2/3
n
m2/3
P ,µ  (N = n
  X = m) (4.60)
=
mX
n=m2/3
D
m2/3
n2
w
⇣m  n
n3/2
⌘
+
mX
n=m2/3
m2/3
n2
("1(m) + "2(n)),
where we have used (4.59). Since the second term in the r.h.s. in (4.60) clearly vanishes
as m ! 1, we focus on the first term and since w is uniformly continuous because
s! w(s) is continuous on [0,1) and vanishes as s!1, we can write the first term as
a Riemann sum that converges to
R1
1
D
x2 w(
1
x3/2
)dx plus a rest that vanishes as m!1
and this gives us the expected boundedness.
Similarly, the convergence in law is obtained by picking t 2 [0,1) and by writing
P ,µ 
⇣
N1
m2/3
 t   X = m⌘ =: eum + evm where
eum = 1
P ,µ  (X = m)
⌘m2/3X
k=1
P ,µ  (Ak 1 = m  k, ⌧ = k) (4.61)
evm = 1
P ,µ  (X = m)
tm2/3X
k=⌘m2/3
P ,µ  (Ak 1 = m  k, ⌧ = k) , (4.62)
where ⌘ 2 (0, t). We note easily that eum = [(1   e  /2)P ,µ  (X = m)] 1 um with um
defined in (4.21). Therefore, (4.18) and (4.22) tell us that eum can be made arbitrarily
small provided ⌘ is small enough and m large enough. Thus, it remains to deal with evm,
which, with the help of (4.18) is treated as the second term in the r.h.s. in (4.21). Thus,
(4.41) tells us that there exists a D > 0 such that limm!1 evm = R t⌘ Dt 3w(t 3/2) dt and
this suffices to complete the proof of (4.57).
Lemma 4.12. For   > 0 and " > 0, there exists a c" > 0 such that for L 2 N,
P (vL   c" L1/3)  ". (4.63)
Proof. Since under P  only the first excursion has law P ,0 and the others P ,µ  the
proof of (4.63) will be complete once we show for instance that for c large enough and
L 2 N
P ,µ  (max{Xi, i  cL1/3}  L)  ". (4.64)
We recall that, if ( i)
cL1/3+1
i=1 are the partial sums of ( i)
cL1/3+1
i=1 a sequence of IID expo-
nential random variables with parameter 1, we can state that
max{Xi, i  cL1/3} =law F 1
  e cL1/3/ cL1/3+1 . (4.65)
with e cL1/3 =  2 + · · ·+  cL1/3+1. Thus we can rewrite the l.h.s. in (4.64) as
P
✓
F 1
✓ e cL1/3
 cL1/3+1
◆
 L
◆
= P
 
F 1(DL)(1 DL)3  L(1 DL)3
 
, (4.66)
with DL = e cL1/3/ cL1/3+1. After some easy simplifications we rewrite (4.66) as
P
✓
 1  
⇥
F 1
 
DL)]
1
3 (1 DL)  cL1/3+1
L
1
3
◆
, (4.67)
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and then we use the law of large number combined with Lemma 4.10 to claim that, as
L!1, the r.h.s. in (4.67) converges to P ( 1   cC1/3), which can be made arbitrarily
small for c large (note that C is the positive constant appearing in Lemma 4.10). This
completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 4.13. For every   > 0, there exists a M > 0 such that, for every function
G : P({0, . . . , L/2})! R+, we have
E 
h
G
 
X \ ⇥0, L2 ⇤    L 2 Xi M E hG X \ ⇥0, L2 ⇤ i. (4.68)
Proof. We compute the Radon Nikodym density of the image measure of P (·|L 2 X) by
X \ [0, L/2] w.r.t. its counterpart without conditioning. For 0 = y0 < y1 < · · · < ym  L/2
we obtain
P (⌧ \ [0, L2 ] = (y0, . . . , ym)|L 2 X)
P (⌧ \ [0, L2 ] = (y0, . . . , ym))
:= GL(ym) +KL(ym),
with
GL(y) =
PL/4
n=0P ,µ  (n 2 X) P ,µ  (X = L  n  y)
P (L 2 X) P ,µ  (X   L2   y)
,
KL(y) =
PL/2
n=L/4P ,µ  (n 2 X) P ,µ  (X = L  n  y)
P (L 2 X) P ,µ  (X   L2   y)
. (4.69)
Note that, for y = 0, the terms P ,µ  (X = L   n   y) and P ,µ  (X   L2   y) in the
expression of GL(y) and KL(y) should be replaced by P ,0(X = L  n  y) and P ,0(X  
L
2   y), respectively. However, this does not change anything in the sequel and this is
why we will focus on y > 0. It remains to prove that GL(y) and KL(y) are bounded above
uniformly in L 2 N and y 2 {0, . . . , L/2}. We will focus on GL since KL can be treated
similarly.
The constants c1, . . . , c4 below are positive and independent of L, n, y. By recalling
(4.18) and since L n y   L/4 when n 2 {0, . . . , L/4} we can claim that in the numerator
of GL(y), the term P ,µ  (X = L   n   y) is bounded above by c1/L4/3 independently
of n while (4.19) implies that
PL/4
n=0 P ,µ  (n 2 X)  c2L1/3. Let us now deal with the
denominator: (4.19) tell us that P ,µ  (L 2 X)   c3/L2/3 while (4.18) gives
P ,µ  (X   L2   y)   P ,µ  (X   L2 )   c4L1/3 .
As a consequence, GL(y) is bounded above uniformly in L 2 N and y 2 {0, . . . , L/2}.
We resume the proof of Proposition 4.8.
Proof of Step 1 (4.54)
The proof of Step 1 will be complete once we show that
lim
l!1
✓⇣X1
L
⌘ 2
3
, . . . ,
⇣Xk
L
⌘ 2
3
,
N1
(X1)
2
3
, . . . ,
Nk
(Xk)
2
3
◆
=Law (U
1, . . . ,Uk, Y1, . . . , Yk). (4.70)
To obtain this convergence in law, we consider g1, . . . , gk that are real Borel and bounded
functions. We consider also t 2 N and (xi)ti=1 a sequence of strictly positive integers
satisfying x1 + · · ·+ xt = L with an order statistics xr1   · · ·   xrt . The key observation
is that, by independence of the (Ni, Xi)i2N, we have
E 
 kY
j=1
gj
⇣
Nj
(Xj)
2
3
⌘    Xi = xi, 1  i  t  = kY
j=1
E , 0 1{rj=1}+µ  1{rj>1}

gj
⇣
N
X
2
3
⌘    X = xrj .
(4.71)
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We consider f1, . . . , fk, g1, . . . , gk that are real Borelian and bounded functions and we
use (4.71) to observe that
E 
 kY
j=1
fj
⇣⇥
Xj
L
⇤ 2
3
⌘
gj
⇣
Nj
(Xj)
2
3
⌘    L 2 X  (4.72)
= E 
 kY
j=1
fj
⇣⇥
Xj
L
⇤ 2
3
⌘
E , 0 1{rj=1}+µ  1{rj>1}
h
gj
⇣
N
X
2
3
⌘   X = Xji    L 2 X .
Because of Lemma 4.6, we can assert that, underP (·|L 2 X) the random set (X/L)\[0, 1]
converges in law towards U, i.e., the 1/3 regenerative set on [0, 1] conditioned on 1 2 U
(the latter convergence is proven e.g. in [9], Proposition A.8). As a consequence  
X1
L
 
, . . . ,
 
Xk
L
  
converges in law towards (U1, . . . ,Uk) which implies that X1, . . . , Xk
tend to1 in probability and therefore we can use Lemma 4.11 to show that the l.h.s. in
(4.72) tends to (as L!1)
kY
j=1
E
⇥
gj(Y )
⇤
E
h kY
j=1
fj(U
j)
i
. (4.73)
Thus, the proof of Step 1 is complete.
Proof of Step 2 (4.55)
One easily check that, under P ,µ  (·|L 2 X), the following reversibility holds true, i.e.,
(Ni,Ai, Xi)
vL
i=1 =law (N1+vL i,A1+vL i, X1+vL i)
vL
i=1. (4.74)
However, (4.74) is not true under P (·|L 2 X) since (N1,A1, X1) does not have the same
law has its counterparts indexed in N \ {1}. For this reason, in the first part of the proof
we will show that proving (4.55) under P ,µ  (·|L 2 X) yields that (4.55) also holds true
under P (·|L 2 X) and then, in the second part of the proof, we will show that (4.55) is
true under P ,µ  (·|L 2 X).
Part 1: (4.55) under P ,µ  (·|L 2 X) yields (4.55) under P (·|L 2 X). Let us first
note that if V := (Vi)1i=0 is a random walk of law P  , then eV := (Vi+1)1i=0 is random walk
of law P ,⌫  where ⌫  is the law of an increment of the random walk (recall (1.6)), i.e.,
⌫ (k) =
e 
 
2 |k|
c 
, k 2 Z. (4.75)
The Radon-Nikodym density of P ,⌫  with respect to P ,µ  is a function of V0, i.e.,
dP ,⌫ 
dP ,µ 
(V ) =
2
1 + e  
1{V0 6=0} +
1
1 + e  
1{V0=0}, V = (Vi)
1
i=0 2 ZN0 , (4.76)
and therefore, it is bounded above and below by two positive constants. Consequently,
proving (4.55) under P ,µ  (·|L 2 X) or under P ,⌫  (·|L 2 X) is equivalent. As a con-
sequence, the first part of the proof will be complete once we show that (4.55) under
P ,⌫  (·|L 2 X) yields (4.55) under P (·|L 2 X). To that purpose, we consider V = (Vi)1i=0
a random walk of law P  and we recall that eV := (Vi+1)1i=0 is a random walk of law P ,⌫  .
It turns out in this case that
(Ni,Ai, Xi)
1
i=1 =
 
1{i=1} + eNi, eAi, 1{i=1} + eXi 1i=1, (4.77)
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where the sequence (eNi, eAi, eXi)1i=1 is defined with eV as in (4.1-4.3) and (4.17) while
(Ni,Ai, Xi)1i=1 is defined with V . Obviously, (4.77) yields that vL = evL 1 and that
{L 2 X} = {L   1 2 eX}. We let eXer1   · · ·   eXervL be the order statistics of ( eXi)vLi=1 and
we can write eBk 1,L 1 := evL 1X
i=k
eNeri
(L  1)2/3  
vLX
i=k
Neri
L2/3
  1
(L  1)2/3 , (4.78)
where, in the last inequality of (4.78), the term 1/(L   1)2/3 is subtracted to take into
account the fact that eN1 = N1   1 (recall (4.77)) which plays a role if 1 /2 {er1, . . . , erk 1}.
At this stage, it remains to note that if 1 /2 {r1, . . . , rk} or if 1 2 {r1, . . . , rk} and X1 >
Xrk then {r1, . . . , rk} = {er1, . . . , erk}. Otherwise, if 1 2 {r1, . . . , rk} and X1 = Xrk then
{r1, . . . , rk} \ {1} = {er1, . . . , erk 1} so that in any case (4.78) yields
eBk 1,L 1   vLX
i=k+1
Nri
(L  1)2/3  
1
(L  1)2/3   Bk,L  
1
(L  1)2/3 ,
which is sufficient to conclude that (4.55) under P ,⌫  (·|L 2 X) yields (4.55) under
P (·|L 2 X).
Part 2: proof of (4.55) under P ,µ  (·|L 2 X). Reversibility yields that, under
P ,µ  (·|L 2 X),
(Ni,Ai, Xi)
vL
i=1 =law (N1+vL i,A1+vL i, X1+vL i)
vL
i=1.
We set vL/2 := max{i   1: Si  L/2} and v0L/2 := vL  min{i   1: Si   L/2} such that
vL/2 and v0L/2 have the same law and
(Ni,Ai, Xi)
vL/2
i=1 =law (N1+vL i,A1+vL i, X1+vL i)
v0L/2
i=1 . (4.79)
We also denote by (Nmid,Amid, Xmid) the features of the excursion containing L/2 in case
⌧vL/2 < L/2. In case ⌧vL/2 = L/2, we set (Nmid,Amid, Xmid) = (0, 0, 0).
By applying Lemmas 4.12 and 4.13 and time reversibility we can state that by
choosing c large enough, the quantity P ,µ 
⇣
vL/2, v
0
L/2  cL1/3|L 2 X
⌘
is arbitrary close
to 1 uniformly in L. Thus, we set
Hc,L = {L 2 X} \ {vL, v0L  cL1/3},
and Step 2 will be complete once we show that, for each c > 0 and " > 0.
lim
k!1
lim sup
L!1
P ,µ  (Bk,L   "|Hc,L) = 0. (4.80)
By Markov’s inequality Step 2 will be a consequence of
lim
k!1
lim sup
L!1
E ,µ  [Bk,L|Hc,L] = 0. (4.81)
We recall (4.53) and we compute E (Bk,L|Hc,L) by conditioning on  (Xi, i 2 N) as we
did in (4.71). We recall that Hc,L is  (Xi, i 2 N)-measurable.
E (Bk,L|Hc,L) = E ,µ 
24 vLX
i k+1
E ,µ 

N
X
2
3
   X = Xi  ✓Xi
L
◆ 2
3
     Hc,L
35 , (4.82)
but then, we can use Lemma 4.11 which allows us to bound by M > 0 each term
E ,a
⇥
N/X
2
3
  X = Xi⇤ with a 2 {0, µ }. By using again the fact there exists an ⌘ > 0 such
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that P ,µ  (Hc,L|L 2 X)   ⌘ uniformly in L we can claim that the proof will be complete
once we show that
lim
k!1
lim sup
L!1
E ,µ 
24 vLX
i k+1
⇣Xi
L
⌘ 2
3
1{vL/2cL1/3}1{v0L/2cL1/3}
   L 2 X
35 = 0. (4.83)
We note that, under P ,µ  (·|L 2 X) we have necessarily Xi  L/k for i   k + 1. For
simplicity we assume that k 2 2N and we denote by ( eX1, . . . , eXvL/2) the order statistics of
the variables (X1, . . . , XvL/2) and by (X¯
1, . . . , X¯v
0
L/2) the order statistics of the variables
(XvL , XvL 1, . . . , X1+vL v0L/2). Then, we can easily note that
Pk
i=1X
i  Pk/2i=1 eXi + X¯i so
that the expectation in (4.83) is bounded above by
2E ,µ 
24 vL/2X
i=k/2+1
 eXi
L
! 2
3
1{vL/2cL1/3}
    L 2 X
35+E ,µ 
"✓
Xmid
L
◆ 2
3
1{XmidL/k}
  L 2 X# ,
(4.84)
where the factor 2 in front of the first term is a direct consequence of (4.79). The second
term in (4.84) is clearly bounded by (1/k)2/3 and therefore, it can be omitted. As a
consequence, it suffices to show that
lim
k!1
lim sup
L!1
E ,µ 
"vL/2X
i=k
⇣ eXi
L
⌘ 2
3
1{vL/2cL1/3}
   L 2 X# = 0. (4.85)
At this stage, we note that
PvL/2
i=k (
eXi
L )
2
3 1{vL/2cL1/3} only depends on the random set of
points X \ [0, L/2] and this allows us to use Lemma 4.13 to claim that proving (4.85)
without the conditioning by {L 2 X} is sufficient. Therefore, we only need to estimate
the quantity
E ,µ 
24cL1/3X
i=k
⇣Xi
L
⌘ 2
3
35 ,
where (X1, . . . , XcL
1/3
) is the order statistics of (X1, . . . , XcL1/3) under P  without any
conditioning. We recall that, if ( i)
cL1/3+1
i=1 are the partial sums of ( i)
cL1/3+1
i=1 a sequence
of IID exponential random variables with parameter 1, then it is a standard fact that
(Xi)cL
1/3
i=1 =law
✓
F 1

 cL1/3+1 i
 cL1/3+1
 ◆cL1/3
i=1
. (4.86)
Moreover, by Lemma 4.10, we can claim that there exists aM > 0 such that F 1(u) 
M/(1  u)3 for all u 2 (0, 1) and consequently
E ,µ 
24cL1/3X
i=k
⇣Xi
L
⌘ 2
3
35  M2/3
L2/3
cL1/3X
i=k
E
✓
 cL1/3+1
 i
 2◆
, (4.87)
but then we can bound from above the general term in the sum of the r.h.s. in (4.87) by
E
✓
 cL1/3+1
 i
 2◆
= c2L
2
3E
✓
 cL1/3+1
cL1/3
 2  1
 i
 2◆
 c2L 23E
✓
 cL1/3+1
cL1/3
 4◆ 12
E
✓
1
 i
 4◆ 12
. (4.88)
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It remains to point out, on the one hand, that by the law of large number E
⇣h
 
cL1/3+1
cL1/3
i4⌘
converges to 1 as L ! 1 and, on the other hand, that for all i 2 N \ {0},  i follows a
Gamma distribution of parameter (i, 1) which entails that for i   5, E
⇣h
1
 i
i4⌘
= (i 5)!(i 1)! .
Consequently, we can use (4.87) and (4.88) to complete the proof of Step 2.
Proof of Claim 4.9
We use again the random walk representation (3.3), and since    = 1, we obtain
PL, 
⇣ Nl
L2/3
 t
⌘
=
c eZL, 
tL2/3X
N=1
P  (GN = L N,VN+1 = 0) . (4.89)
Similarly to what we did in (4.14–4.16), we partition the event {GN = L N,VN+1 = 0}
depending on the length r on which the random walk sticks at the origin before its right
extremity, that is
PL, 
⇣ Nl
L2/3
 t
⌘
=
tL2/3 1X
r=0
(1  e  /2)
cr 1  eZL, 
tL2/3 rX
N=1
P  (GN = L N   r, VN 6= 0, VNVN+1  0)
=
tL2/3 1X
r=0
⇠r,LP 
✓
r +N1 + · · ·+NvL r+1
L2/3
 t |L  r + 1 2 X
◆
, (4.90)
where we recall the definition of ⇠r,L in (4.49). This ends the proof of Claim 4.9.
4.4 Identifying the distribution of limL!+1 NlL2/3
Let B be a standard Brownian motion on the line; we consider its geometric area and
its continuous inverse
Gt(B) =
Z t
0
|Bs| ds , ga = inf {t > 0 : Gt(B) = a} . (4.91)
We aim to identify formally the distribution of limL!+1 NlL2/3 =law
P+1
i=1 Yi U
2/3
i with the
distribution of g1 conditionally on Bg1 = 0.
Step 1: Identifying the distribution of Y1
We shall show that Y1 is distributed as the extension of a Brownian excursion normalized
by its area. The Brownian excursion distribution is ⇡1 = P
3,1
0,0 the law of the Bessel bridge
of dimension 3 and length 1. We may view this law as the distribution of the excursion
conditioned to have length (extension) 1. This is an easy consequence of It’s description
of the excursion measure (see [30, Theorem 4.2] or [28, section 2]). Indeed let ⇣(!) be
the extension (length,duration) of an excursion
⇣(!) := inf {t > 0 : !(t) = 0} , (4.92)
and ⇡r = P
3,r
0,0 be the law of the Bessel bridge of dimension 3 over [0, r]. Then under n+,
the positive excursion measure, ⇣ has density 1
2
p
2⇡r3
and we have
n+( ) =
Z +1
0
⇡r( )
dr
2
p
2⇡r3
=
Z +1
0
⇡r( )n+(⇣ 2 dr) . (4.93)
The usual scaling operator is sc(!)(t) = 1pc!(ct) and we have ⇡r(F (!)) = ⇡1(F (s1/r(!))).
Thus, if ⌫(!) = s⇣(!)(!) is the operator that normalizes the length of the excursion,
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⇣(⌫(!)) = 1, then we have an independence between the length of an excursion and its
shape, easily deduced from (4.93): for any positive measurable F, 
n+(F (⌫(!)) (⇣(!)) = ⇡1(F (!))n+( (⇣)) .
If we consider now instead of the extension the area
A(!) =
Z +1
0
!(s) ds =
Z ⇣(!)
0
!(s) ds , (4.94)
then the operator that normalizes the area of an excursion is ⌘(!) = sA(!)2/3(!) and we
can establish using scaling again that there exists a probability  A defined on excursions
such that  A(A(!) = 1) = 1 and that satisfies for every positive measurable F, :
n+ [F (⌘(!)) (A(!))] =  A(F (!))⌘+( (A(!))) . (4.95)
It is natural to say that  A is the law of the Brownian excursion normalized by its
area and it is just a matter of playing with scaling again to show that Y1 of density
proportional to 1x3w(
1
x3/2
) is distributed as C2/3  ⇣(!) under  A.
Step 2: A Brownian construction of a 13 -stable regenerative set and a formal
identity in law.
Observe that if (⌧t, t   0) is the inverse local time at level 0 of Brownian motion B,
then by strong Markov property (G⌧t , t   0) is a subordinator. Since it has the scaling
(G⌧ct , t   0) =law (c3G⌧t , t   0), the closure of its range R = {G⌧t , t   0} [
 
G⌧t  , t > 0
 
is a stable 13 regenerative set on [0,+1[.
Therefore if (Ui)
+1
i=1 are the interarrivals of T = R \ [0, 1], we have the representation
{Ui, 1  i} =
 
G⌧s  G⌧s  : s > 0, G⌧s  1
 
. (4.96)
Assume that instead {Ui, 1  i} =
 
G⌧s  G⌧s  : 0 < s  t
 
. Then the exponential formula
for the Poisson process of Brownian excursion yields
E
"
exp(  
X
i
U2/3i )
#
= exp
✓
 2
Z t
0
⇣
1  e  A(w)2/3
⌘
n+(dw)
◆
. (4.97)
Since the Yi are IID, by considering the marked Poisson process of excursion, we get
E
"
exp(  
X
i
YiU
2/3
i )
#
= exp
✓
 2
Z t
0
⇣
1  E
h
e  Y1A(w)
2/3
i⌘
n+(dw)
◆
. (4.98)
By the independence of the area of an excursion and its shape (we take C  = 1 to simplify
notations) (4.95), we obtain
E
"
exp(  
X
i
YiU
2/3
i )
#
= exp
✓
 2
Z t
0
(1  e  ⇣(w))n+(dw)
◆
= exp
✓
 
Z t
0
(1  e  ⇣(w))n(dw)
◆
= E
h
e  
P
st(⌧s ⌧s )
i
= E
⇥
e  ⌧t
⇤
. (4.99)
We extend formally this identity in law to a sum until the sum of the Ui exceeds 1, and
we obtain formally
+1X
i=1
Yi U
2/3
i =law
X
s:G⌧s1
⌧s   ⌧s  = g1 = inf
⇢
t > 0
Z t
0
|Bs| ds > 1
 
. (4.100)
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Step 3: A formal conditioning
We now have to take into account the conditioning. The (Ui)
+1
i=1 are the interarrivals of
T = R \ [0, 1], conditionally on 1 2 T that is
{Ui, 1  i} =law
 
G⌧s  G⌧s  : s > 0, G⌧s  1
 
conditionally on {9s : G⌧s = 1}. (4.101)
Since by definition of g we have {9s : G⌧s = 1} = {Bg1 = 0} we can conclude that
+1X
i=1
Yi U
2/3
i =law C
2/3
  g1 conditionally on {Bg1 = 0} . (4.102)
Let us explain why this conditioning is only formal. The sets on which we condition are
of zero probability measure and thus the law of T = R \ [0, 1] conditioned by 1 2 T is
defined in [9] through regular conditional distributions (formulas (1.19) and (1.20)).2
5 Fluctuation of the convex envelopes around the Wulff shape:
proof of Theorem 2.5
Let us first recall some notations. For each l 2 LN,L we defined in (2.12) the middle
line Ml. We also defined in Section 3.1, the TN transformation that associates with each
l 2 LN,L the path Vl = (TN ) 1(l) such that Vl,0 = 0, Vl,i = ( 1)i 1li for all i 2 {1, . . . , N}
and Vl,N+1 = 0. Finally, note that the path Ml can be rewritten with the increments
(Ui)
N+1
i=1 of the Vl random walk as
Ml,i =
iX
j=1
( 1)j+1Uj
2
, i 2 {1, . . . , N}. (5.1)
In the same spirit, we will need to work with the V random walk sampled from P 
directly. We associate with each V trajectory the processM that is obtained exactly as
Ml is obtained from Vl in (5.1), i.e.,
Mi =
iX
j=1
( 1)j+1Uj
2
, i 2 N. (5.2)
We recall finally that, for any trajectory V = (Vi)1i=0 2 ZN and any N 2 N, AN (V ) is
the algebraic area below the V -trajectory up to time N and GN (V ) is its geometric
counterpart, i.e., AN (V ) =
PN
i=1 Vi and GN (V ) =
PN
i=1 |Vi|.
5.1 Large deviation estimates
In this section, we apply to the probability measure P  the exponential tilting
introduced in [14], in order to study P  conditioned on the large deviation event
{An(V ) = qn2, Vn = 0}. Under the tilted probability measure the large deviation
event {An = n2q, Vn = 0} becomes typical. To that aim, we denote by L(h), h 2 R
the logarithmic moment generating function of the random walk V , i.e,
L(h) := logE  [e
hU1 ]. (5.3)
2There are well known examples of negligible sets A limits of two different sequences An and Bn of
non negligible sets, and which lead to two different limiting probabilities limP (. | An) 6= limP (. | Bn) by
considering different regular conditional probability measures
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From the definition of the law P  in (1.6), we obviously have L(h) < 1 for all h 2
(  /2, /2). For the ease of notations, we set ⇤n := (An 1n , Vn) and we denote its
logarithmic moment generating function by L⇤n(H) for H := (h0, h1) 2 R2, i.e.,
L⇤n(H) := logE 
⇥
eh0
An 1
n +h1Vn
⇤
=
Pn
i=1 L
⇣ 
1  in
 
h0 + h1
⌘
. (5.4)
Clearly, L⇤n(H) is finite for all H 2 Dn with
Dn :=
n
(h0, h1) 2 R2 : h1 2
   2 ,  2  , (1  1n )h0 + h1 2    2 ,  2  o. (5.5)
We also introduce L⇤ the continuous counterpart of L⇤n as
L⇤(H) :=
R 1
0 L(xh0 + h1)dx, (5.6)
which is defined on
D :=
n
(h0, h1) 2 R2 : h1 2
   2 ,  2  , h0 + h1 2    2 ,  2  o. (5.7)
With the help of (5.4) and for H = (h0, h1) 2 Dn, we define the H-tilted distribution by
dPn,H
dP 
(V ) = eh0
An 1
n +h1Vn L⇤n (H). (5.8)
For a given n 2 N and q 2 Nn , the exponential tilt is given by Hqn := (hqn,0, hqn,1) which, by
Lemma 5.5 in Section 5.1 of [10], is the unique solution of
En,H(
⇤n
n ) = r
⇥
1
nL⇤n
⇤
(H) = (q, 0). (5.9)
Then, we define the continuous counterpart of Hqn by eH(q, 0) := (eh0(q, 0),eh1(q, 0)) which
is the unique solution of the equation
rL⇤(H) = (q, 0). (5.10)
In the proofs of Theorem 5.10 and Propoosition 5.3, we will use the following Propo-
sition which is a direct consequence of [10, Proposition 2.3].
Proposition 5.1. For [q1, q2] ⇢ (0,1), there exists K a compact subset of D and n0 2 N
such that for every q 2 [q1, q2]
Hqn 2 K, 8n   n0, (5.11)eH(q, 0) 2 K.
5.2 Outline of the proof
We recall the definition of ePL,  in (2.8). As stated in Remark 2.7, the proof of
Theorem 2.5 will be complete once we show the convergence in law (2.14). To that aim
we will prove Proposition 5.2 and 5.3 below, that is a finite dimensional convergence and
a tension argument which will be sufficient to prove (2.14).
Given t¯ = (t1, . . . , tr1) with 0 < t1 < · · · < tr1 < 1, for x¯ 2 Rr1 we let gH,t¯(x¯) be the
density of the Gaussian vector ⇠H(t¯) = (⇠H(t1), . . . , ⇠H(tr1)) and let fH,t¯(z0, z1, x¯) be the
density of the Gaussian vector (
R 1
0 ⇠H(s) ds, ⇠H(1), ⇠H(t1), . . . , ⇠H(tr1)). Finally let
f cH,t¯(y¯) =
fH,t¯(0, 0, y¯)R
fH,t¯(0, 0, x¯) dx¯
be the density of the law of ⇠H(t¯) conditional on
R 1
0 ⇠H(s) ds = 0 = ⇠H(1).
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Proposition 5.2. For   >  c and (r1, r2) 2 N2, consider s¯ = (si)r1i=1 and t¯ = (ti)r2i=1 two
ordered sequences in [0, 1]. Set mL = a( )
p
L. We have that
lim
L!1
sup
(x¯,y¯)2Zr1⇥Nr2
   (mL) r1+r22 ePL, ⇥Hs¯,t¯(x¯, y¯)⇤  g ,s¯⇣ x¯pmL⌘ f ,t¯⇣ y¯pmL ,mL ⇤ ⌘    = 0,
(5.12)
with
Hs¯,t¯(x¯, y¯) =
 
Nl
 
2fMl(s¯), |eVl(t¯)|  = (x¯, y¯) , (5.13)
g ,s¯(x¯) = g eH(q  ,0),s¯(x¯) and f ,t¯(y¯,') = 12(f ceH(q  ,0),t¯(y¯   '(t¯)) + f ceH(q  ,0),t¯(y¯ + '(t¯))).
(5.14)
Proposition 5.3. For   >  c, the sequence of probability laws ( bQL, )L2N is tight.
Let us give here the key idea behind the proofs of Propositions 5.2 and 5.3. We will
first prove the counterpart of Propositions 5.2 and 5.3 with the processes fM and eV
sampled from P  (cf. 5.2) conditional on VN = 0, AN (V ) = qN2 (q > 0). The reason for
these two intermediate results is that they can be obtained with the tilting of P  exposed
in Section 5.1 and first introduced in [14]. Then, we will translate these two results
in terms of the two processes fMl and eVl (see (5.1)) obtained with l sampled from ePL, .
However, this last step is difficult because the conditioning that emerges from the TN
transformation (see section (3.1)) involves the geometric area below the Vl random walk
rather than its algebraic counterpart. This is the reason why we state in Section 5.3
a couple of preparatory Lemmas indicating that, when the algebraic area below V is
abnormally large (qN2 instead of the typical N3/2) then the geometric area below V is
not only also abnormally large but is fairly close to the algebraic area. These Lemmas
will be proven in Section 5.7, except for Lemma 5.6 that was already proven in [10].
In Section 5.4 we state and prove a local limit theorem for any finite dimensional joint
distribution of the middle line M and the profile |V | with V sampled from P (·|VN =
0, |AN (V )| = qN2) as N !1. As a by product of this local limit theorem we will observe
that asymptotically the rescaled profile |eV | and the rescaled middle line fM decorrelate.
Section 5.4 can be considered as the first part of the proof of Proposition 5.2. We will
indeed prove in Section 5.5 that the latter asymptotic decorrelation still holds true
with |eVl| and fMl when l is sampled from ePL,  and   >  c. This will complete the proof
of Proposition 5.2. Similarly, Section 5.6 can be seen as the first part of the proof of
Proposition 5.3 since we prove the tightness of fM and eV under P (·|VN = 0, AN (V ) =
qN2) as N ! 1. However, we will not display the part of the proof showing that this
tightness is still satisfied under ePL,  since this can be done by mimicking the proof in
Section 5.5.
5.3 Preparations
Lemma 5.4 shows that the probability, under the polymer measure, that the rescaled
horizontal excursion deviates from a( ) by more than a given vanishing quantity decays
faster than any given polynomial provided the vanishing quantity decreases slowly
enough.
Lemma 5.4. We set ⌘L = L 1/8. For   >  c and ↵ > 0 we have
lim
L!1
L↵PL, 
⇥ 
B⌘L,L
 c ⇤
= 0 , (5.15)
with
B⌘,L =
n
Nlp
L
2 a( ) + [ ⌘, ⌘]
o
. (5.16)
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Lemma 5.5 indicates that, provided we choose a constant c > 0 large enough, the
probability that the algebraic area and the geometric area described by Vl differ from
each other by more than c(logL)4 tends to 0 faster than any polynomial.
Lemma 5.5. For   >  c and ↵ > 0 there exists a c > 0 such that
lim
L!1
L↵ PL, 
 |ANl(Vl)| /2 [L Nl   c(logL)4, L Nl]  = 0. (5.17)
Lemma 5.6 was proven in [10, proposition 2.4]. It identifies the sub-exponential
decay rate of the event {VN = 0, AN (V ) = qN2} when V is sampled from P  .
Lemma 5.6. [Proposition 2.4 in [10]] For [q1, q2] ⇢ (0,1), there exist C1 > C2 > 0 and
n0 2 N such that for all q 2 [q1, q2] \ NN2 we have
C2
N2
e ⇢ (q)N  P (AN (V ) = qN2, VN = 0)  C1
N2
e ⇢ (q)N , (5.18)
where ⇢ (q) := L⇤( eH(q, 0))   qeh0(q, 0), so that ⇢  is C1 and we have eG(a) = a(log    
⇢ (
1
a2 )) (recall (5.87)).
Lemma 5.7 ensures that, when V is sampled fromP  conditional on VN = 0, |AN (V )| =
qN2, the probability that the geometric area described by V differs from the algebraic
area by more than (logN)4 tends to 0 faster than any polynomial.
Lemma 5.7. For any [q1, q2] ⇢ (0,1) and ↵, c > 0 we have
lim
N!1
sup
q2[q1,q2]
N↵P 
 
GN (V )   qN2 + c(logN)4 |VN = 0, |AN (V )| = qN2
 
= 0. (5.19)
We recall that all Lemmas of this Section are proven in Section 5.7.
5.4 Asymptotic decorrelation of the middle line and of the profile
In this section, we prove the following Lemma that gives us a local limit theorem
for the paths V = (Vi)Ni=0 and M = (Mi)
N
i=0 simultaneously when V is sampled from
P (· |VN = 0, AN (V ) = qN2). This local limit theorem is reinforced by the fact that it is
uniform in q belonging to any compact set of (0,1).
Lemma 5.8. For [q1, q2] ⇢ (0,1) and (r1, r2) 2 N2, we have
lim
N!+1
sup
q2[q1,q2]
sup
(x¯,y¯)2Zr1+r2
   N r1+r22 P (Hs¯,t¯(x¯, y¯) |WN,L,qN2) 
fˆ eH(q,0),t¯
⇣ y¯
N1/2
, N1/2 ⇤q
⌘
g eH(q,0),s¯
⇣ x¯
N1/2
⌘    = 0 , (5.20)
with
WN,L,b =
  |AN (V )| = b, VN+1 = 0, GN (V ) 2 {b, . . . , b+ c(logL)4} ,
and
fˆH,t¯(y¯,') =
1
2
 
f cH,t¯(y¯   '(t¯)) + f cH,t¯(y¯ + '(t¯))
 
.
Remark 5.9. For a given s¯ and t¯, and [q1, q2] ⇢ (0,1), there exists aM > 0 such that
sup
q2[q1,q2]
sup
(x¯,y¯)2Rr1+r2
f ceH(q,0),t¯(y¯) g eH(q,0),s¯(x¯) M. (5.21)
Proof of Lemma 5.8
First of all we note that, thanks to Lemma 5.7, it is sufficient to prove Lemma 5.8 with the
conditioning {VN = 0, |AN (V )| = qN2} instead of WN,L,qN2 . We will first prove Lemma
5.8 subject to Theorem 5.10 that is stated below and then, we will prove Theorem 5.10.
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Theorem 5.10. For any [q1, q2] ⇢ R we have
lim
N!+1
sup
q2[q1,q2]
sup
(z0,z1,x¯,y¯)2R2+r1+r2   N2+ r1+r22 PN,HqN  AN = N2q + z0, VN = z1, VbNt¯c = y¯, 2MbNs¯c = x¯   (5.22)
f eH(q,0),t¯
✓
z0
N3/2
,
z1
N1/2
,
y¯  N ⇤q (t¯)
N1/2
◆
g eH(q,0),t¯
⇣ x¯
N1/2
⌘     = 0 .
Let kH(z0, z1) be the density of the law of (
R 1
0 ⇠H(s) ds, ⇠H(1)). Then we have
kH(z0, z1) =
R
fH,t¯(z0, z1, y¯) dy¯ and we have the limit theorem (Proposition 6.1 of [10])
lim
N!1
N2PN,HqN
 
VN = 0, AN = qN
2
 
= k eH(q,0)(0, 0) . (5.23)
Therefore, since we can write
N
r1+r2
2 P (Hs¯,t¯(x¯, y¯) |VN = 0, |AN (V )| = qN2) =
N2+
r1+r2
2 PN,HqN
 
AN = N2q, VN = 0, VbNt¯c = y¯, 2MbNs¯c = x¯
 
N2
⇣
PN,HqN (VN = 0, AN = qN
2) + PN,HqN (VN = 0, AN =  qN2)
⌘
+
N2+
r1+r2
2 PN,HqN
 
AN =  N2q+, VN = 0, VbNt¯c = y¯, 2MbNs¯c = x¯
 
N2
⇣
PN,HqN (VN = 0, AN = qN
2) + PN,HqN (VN = 0, AN =  qN2)
⌘ . (5.24)
We now can use some symmetry argument (the symmetry of the distribution of the
increments of the geometric random walk) to say that
PN,HqN
 
VN = 0, AN = qN
2
 
= PN,HqN
 
VN = 0, AN =  qN2
 
 ⇤ q(t) =   ⇤q (t) , eH( q, 0) =   eH(q, 0), f cH,t¯(y¯) = f c H,t¯(y¯) = f cH,t¯( y¯) . (5.25)
Therefore we obtain the desired result by applying Theorem 5.10 and combining it with
the definition of f cH,t.
Proof of Theorem 5.10
Let us first quickly rephrase the statement of Theorem 5.10 in a simplified context to ease
its comprehension. To that aim, we consider a random walk S0 = 0, Sn = X1 + · · ·+Xn
with IID increment and we build an alternating sign random walk S¯n :=
Pn
i=1( 1)i+1Xi.
If X1 is square integrable and, say, E [X1] = 0, E
⇥
X21
⇤
= 1, then by the Central Limit
Theorem, Snp
n
d ! Z ⇠ N (0, 1). Furthermore, we have asymptotic decorrelation, i.e.,
1p
n
(Sn, S¯n)
d ! (Z, Z¯),
where (Z, Z¯) is a pair of independent N (0, 1) distributed random variables, and this
convergence can be lifted to the level of processes, i.e.,
1p
n
(Sbntc, S¯bntc, ; t   1) d ! (Bt, B¯t, t   1),
with (B, B¯) a pair of independent standard Brownian motions. Theorem 5.10 asserts
that such decorrelation can be extended to properly conditioned processes, in the sense
of finite distributions.
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The proof of Theorem 5.10 is quite involved but very similar to the proof given in [15].
The main difference comes from fact that we consider simultaneously the V process, on
which the conditioning acts, and the middle lineM , while in [15] only V is considered.
For this reason, in our proof below, we insist mostly on those arguments that differ
from [15].
Recall that VbNt¯c = (VbNt1c, . . . , VbNtr1c) and for s¯ 2 (0, 1)r2 , MbNs¯c = (MbNs1c, . . . ,
MbNsr2c). The proof is a copy of the classic proof of the local central limit theorem. We
set
XN :=
 
z0
N3/2
,
z1
N1/2
,
y¯   EN,HqN
 
VbNt¯c
 
N1/2
,
x¯  2EN,HqN
 
MbNs¯c
 
N1/2
!
. (5.26)
Recall that by construction of HqN , we have EN,HqN (AN ) = N
2q. Hence, by Fourier
inversion formula
N2+
r1+r2
2 PN,HqN
 
AN = N
2q + z0, VN = z1, VbNt¯c = y¯,MbNs¯c = x¯
 
=
(2⇡) (2+r1+r2)
Z
AN
e i<T,XN>'ˆN,HqN (T ) dT, (5.27)
with T = (⌧0, ⌧1, ¯, ⌘¯), AN the domain
AN :=
n
T : |⌧0|  N3/2⇡, |⌧1| 
p
N⇡, |i| 
p
N⇡, |⌘j | 
p
N⇡
o
, (5.28)
and 'ˆN,HqN (T ) the characteristic function
'ˆN,HqN (T )
:=EN,HqN

e
i
⇣
⌧0
N3/2
(AN N2q)+ 1
N1/2
(⌧1VN+<¯,VbNt¯c EN,Hq
N
(VbNt¯c)>+<⌘¯,2MbNs¯c EN,Hq
N
(2MbNs¯c)>
⌘ 
.
Therefore
RN := N
2+
r1+r2
2 PN,HqN
 
AN = N
2q + z0, VN = z1, VbNt¯c = y¯,MbNs¯c = x¯
 
  f eH(q,0),t¯
 
z0
N3/2
,
z1
N1/2
,
y¯   EN,HqN
 
VbNt¯c
 
N1/2
!
g eH(q,0),s¯
 
x¯  EN,HqN
 
2MbNs¯c
 
N1/2
!
=
C
Z
AN
e i<T,XN>
⇣
'ˆN,HqN (T )  '¯ eH(q,0)(T )
⌘
dT, (5.29)
with '¯ eH(q,0)(T ) the characteristic function of the Gaussian vector with density fH,t¯(z0, z1,
y¯)gH,s¯(x¯) that is the Gaussian vector (
R 1
0 ⇠H(s) ds, ⇠H(1), ⇠H(t¯), ⇠¯H(s¯)) where ⇠¯H is an
independent copy of ⇠H .
Hence,
|RN |  C
Z
AN
   'ˆN,HqN (T )  '¯ eH(q,0)(T )    dT = 4X
i=1
J (q)i , (5.30)
with
J (q)1 =
Z
 1
   'ˆN,HqN (T )  '¯ eH(q,0)(T )    dT,  1 = [ A,A]2+r1+r2 , (5.31)
J (q)2 =
    Z
 2
'¯ eH(q,0)(T ) dT
     ,  2 = R2+r1+r2\ 1 ,
J (q)3 =
Z
 3
   'ˆN,HqN (T )    dT,  3 = nT : |ti|   pNo \ 1,
J (q)4 =
Z
 4
   'ˆN,HqN (T )    dT,  4 = AN\( 1 [  3),
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where A,  > 0 are positive constants. We can bound J (q)i for i = 2, 3, 4 exactly with the
same procedure used in [10], Proposition 6.1. For this reason, we shall focus on proving
that
8A > 0 , lim
N!+1
sup
q2[q1,q2]
J (q)1 = 0 .
It is enough to prove that
lim
N!+1
sup
q2[q1,q2]
sup
T2 1
   'ˆN,HqN (T )  '¯ eH(q,0)(T )    = 0 . (5.32)
To this end we shall note ⇤¯N = (
AN
N , VN , VbNt¯c, 2MbNs¯c) and consider the moment
generating function
L¯⇤¯N (H, ¯, ⌘¯) := logE 

exp
✓
h0
AN
N
+ h1VN+ < ¯, VbNt¯c > + < ⌘¯,MbNs¯c >
◆ 
. (5.33)
Observe that
log 'ˆN,HqN (T ) = L¯⇤¯N
⇣
HqN +
i
N1/2
(⌧0, ⌧1),
i
N1/2
¯,
i
N1/2
⌘¯
⌘
  L¯⇤¯N (HqN , 0, 0) 
i
N1/2
< T,EN,HqN
 
⇤¯N
 
> .
Therefore, an order 2 Taylor expansion gives
log 'ˆN,HqN (T ) =  
1
2
<
1
N
Hess L¯⇤¯n(H
q
N , 0, 0)T, T > +↵N , (5.34)
with supN supq2[q1,q2]N
1/2↵N < +1.
We can write the moment generating function explicitly as
L¯⇤¯n(H, ¯, ⌘¯) =
X
1iN
L
0@⇣1  i
N
⌘
h0 + h1 +
X
k:bNtkc i
tk +
X
m:bNsmc i
( 1)i+1⌘m
1A . (5.35)
Therefore, thanks to Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 5.1 of [10], we have for i, j 2 {0, 1}
1
N
@2hihj L¯⇤¯N (H
q
N , 0, 0) =
1
N
@2hihjL⇤N (H
q
N )! @2hihjL⇤( eH(q, 0)). (5.36)
Furthermore,
1
N
@22l
L¯⇤¯N (H
q
N , 0, 0) =
1
N
bNtlcX
i=1
L00
⇣⇣
1  i
N
⌘
hN,q0 + h
N,q
1
⌘
!
Z tl
0
L00((1  x)eh0,+eh1) dx .
(5.37)
If l < m then
1
N
@2lm L¯⇤¯N (H
q
N , 0, 0) =
1
N
@22l
L¯⇤¯N (H
q
N , 0, 0), (5.38)
and converges to the preceding limit. We have similarly,
1
N
@2⌘2m L¯⇤¯N (H
q
N , 0, 0) =
1
N
bNsmcX
i=1
L00
⇣⇣
1  i
N
⌘
hN,q0 + h
N,q
1
⌘
!
Z sm
0
L00((1  x)eh0,+eh1) dx .
(5.39)
There remains to understand the cross term; we have:
1
N
@2l⌘m L¯⇤¯N (H
q
N , 0, 0) =
1
N
bNtlc^bNsmcX
i=1
( 1)i+1L00
⇣⇣
1  i
N
⌘
hN,q0 + h
N,q
1
⌘
! 0 , (5.40)
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since by regrouping the alternating signs two by two, we have    L00⇣⇣1  iN ⌘hN,q0 + hN,q1 ⌘  L00⇣⇣1  i  1N ⌘hN,q0 + hN,q1 ⌘
      CN , (5.41)
(thanks to the boundedness of the third derivative L000(z) on a compact of (  /2, /2)).
Therefore, as a whole, the Hessian matrix 1N Hess L¯⇤¯N (H
q
N , 0, 0) converges uniformly
on [q1, q2] to the covariance matrix of the vector (
R 1
0 ⇠H(s) ds, ⇠H(1), ⇠H(t¯), ⇠¯H(s¯)) and this
establishes the convergence limN!+1RN = 0.
To conclude, we need to prove now that in the expression of RN , we can replace the
quantities EN,HqN
 
VbNt¯c
 
and EN,HqN
 
MbNs¯c
 
by respectively N ⇤q (t¯) and 0.
We first observe that when H = (h0, h1) lives in a compact set of D (recall (5.7)),
which is the case if q 2 [q1, q2] and H = HqN or H = eH(q, 0) (recall Proposition 5.1),
then the variances of ⇠H(t) have a positive lower bound, and therefore there exists a
uniform Lipschitz constant C such that for any x¯, x¯0 2 Rr1 , y¯, y¯0 2 Rr2 , z0, z1, z00, z01 and
any q 2 [q1, q2]   f eH(q,0),t¯(z0, z1, y¯)  f eH(q,0),t¯(z00, z01, y¯0)     C(ky¯   y¯0k+ kz   z0k) , (5.42)   g eH(q,0),s¯(x¯)  g eH(q,0),s¯(x¯0)     C kx¯  x¯0k . (5.43)
The second observation is that with hN,i = (1  iN )hN,q0 + hN,q1 we have
1
N
EN,HqN
 
VbNt¯c
 
=
1
N
bNtcX
i=1
L0(hN,i)
N!+1     !
Z t
0
L0((1  x)eh0(q, 0) + eh1(q, 0)) dx =  ⇤q (t) ,
(5.44)
and that, thanks to the boundedness on compact sets of L00, this convergence holds
uniformly.
Similarly
2
1
N
EN,HqN
 
MbNs¯c
 
=
1
N
bNtcX
i=1
( 1)i+1L0(hN,i)! 0 , (5.45)
and this convergence holds uniformly, since by grouping the alternating signs two by
two, we have
|L0(hN,i)  L0(hN,i+1)|  C
N
. (5.46)
The proof of Theorem 5.10 is therefore complete.
5.5 Proof of Proposition 5.2
Our aim is to prove the local limit Theorem stated in Proposition 5.2. To that aim, we
need to consider two sequences of functions, i.e.,  := ( L)L2N and e := ( e L)L2N, such
that for every L 2 N,  L, e L : Zr1+r2 ! [0,1). Those function sequences are said to be
equivalent and it is denoted by  ⇠ e if
lim
L!1
sup
(x¯,y¯)2Zr1+r2
L
r1+r2
4
   L(x¯, y¯)  e L(x¯, y¯)| = 0. (5.47)
We set
 1,L(x¯, y¯) = ePL, ⇥Hs¯,t¯(x¯, y¯)⇤,
 5,L(x¯, y¯) = m
  r1+r22
L g ,s¯
⇣
x¯p
mL
⌘
f ,t¯
⇣
y¯p
mL
,
p
mL 
⇤
 
⌘
, (5.48)
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and the proof of Theorem 5.2 will be complete once we show that  1 ⇠  5. To achieve
this equivalence we introduce 3 intermediate function sequences  2,  3 and  4 and we
divide the proof into 4 steps. For i 2 {1, 2, 3, 4}, the i-th step consists in proving that
 i ⇠  i+1 so that at the end of the fourth step we can state that  1 ⇠  5.
In steps 1 and 2, we will use the fact that for i 2 {1, 2, 3} and L 2 N, the  i,L functions
are of the form  i,L =
Ai,L
Bi,L
such that an equivalence of type (5.47) between  j and  k
will be proven once we show that
(i) lim
L!1
sup
(x¯,y¯)2Zr1+r2
L
r1+r2
4
|Aj,L  Ak,L|
Bj,L
= 0,
(ii) lim
L!1
sup
(x¯,y¯)2Zr1+r2
L
r1+r2
4
|Ak,L|
Bj,L
|Bj,L  Bk,L|
Bk,L
= 0. (5.49)
For the ease of notation, we will write H instead of Hs¯,t¯(x¯, y¯) until the end of the proof.
In the first step, we work under the polymer measure ePL,  and we restrict the
trajectories of e⌦L to those having an horizontal extension ⇡ a( )pL and an algebraic
area AN (Vl) ⇡ L a( )
p
L. With the second step, we use the random walk representation
in Section 3.1 to switch from ePL,  to P . Finally, in steps 3 and 4, we apply the local
limit theorem stated in Lemma 5.8 to complete the proof.
Step 1
For L 2 N, we rewrite  1,L under the form
 1,L(x¯, y¯) =
A1,L
B1,L
:=
P
L02KL
eZL0, (H)P
L02KL
eZL0,  , (5.50)
where we recall that KL := L + [ "(L), "(L)] \ N with "(L) := (logL)6 and where, for
B ⇢ e⌦L, the quantity eZL0, (B) is the restriction of the partition function eZL0,  to those
trajectories l 2 B \ ⌦L0 , i.e.,
eZL0, (B) = e  L0 L0X
N=1
X
l2LN,L0\B
e 
PN 1
i=1 (li e^ li+1).
At this stage we set ⌘ = ⌘L = L 1/8 as in Lemma 5.4. We will note I⌘,L =
 
(a( )  
⌘L)
p
L, . . . , (a( ) + ⌘L)
p
L
 
and we introduce the first intermediate function sequence
 2, defined as
 2,L(x¯, y¯) =
A2,L
B2,L
:=
P
L02KL
eZL0, (H \AL,L0,⌘)P
L02KL
eZL0, (AL,L0,⌘) , (5.51)
where
AL,L0,⌘ =
[
N2I⌘,L
 
l 2 LN,L0 : |AN (Vl)| 2 L0 + [ N   c(logL)4, N ] \N
 
.
For simplicity, we will omit the L, ⌘ dependency of AL,L0,⌘ in what follows. The equiva-
lence  1 ⇠  2 will be proven once we show that (i) and (ii) in (5.49) are satisfied with
j = 1, k = 2. We note that
|A1,L  A2,L|
B1,L
=
P
L02KL
eZL0, (H \AcL0)P
L02KL
eZL0,  
P
L02KL
eZL0, PL0, (AcL0)P
L02KL
eZL0,  , (5.52)
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with AcL0 = ⌦L0 \ AL0 . We recall that KL = L+ [ "(L), "(L)] \N and we use, on the one
hand, Lemma 5.4 and the convergence limL!1
"(L)
L = 0 to claim that for all ⌘ > 0
lim
L!1
L
r1+r2
2 sup
L02KL
PL0, (Nl /2 I⌘,L) = 0, (5.53)
and, on the other hand, Lemma 5.5 and limL!1
"(L)
L = 0 to assert that there exists c > 0
such that
lim
L!1
L
r1+r2
2 sup
L02KL
PL0, (|ANl(Vl)| /2 L0 + [ Nl   c(logL)4, Nl]) = 0, (5.54)
We combine (5.53) and (5.54) to claim that
lim
L!1
L
r1+r2
2 sup
L02KL
PL0, (AcL0) = 0. (5.55)
We note that (5.52) and (5.55) are sufficient to prove (i). Therefore, it remains to show
that (ii) is satisfied. To that aim, we remark that
A2,L
B1,L
|B1,L  B2,L|
B2,L
=
P
L02KL
eZL0, (H \AL0)P
L02KL
eZL0, (AL0)
P
L02KL
eZL0, (AcL0)P
L02KL
eZL0,  , (5.56)

P
L02KL
eZL0, PL0, (AcL0)P
L02KL
eZL0,  , (5.57)
and then, we can use directly (5.55) to obtain (ii) and this completes the proof of step 1.
Step 2
To begin with, we set JN,L0,L = {L0  N   c(logL)4, . . . , L0  N} and we note that, with
the help of the random walk representation, we can rewrite
 2,L(x¯, y¯) (5.58)
=
P
L02KL
P
N2I⌘,L(  )
N
P
b2JN,L0,L P 
 
H, |AN (V )| = b, VN+1 = 0, GN (V ) = L0  N
 P
L02KL
P
N2I⌘,L(  )
N
P
b2JN,L0,L P 
 |AN (V )| = b, VN+1 = 0, GN (V ) = L0  N  .
We switch the order of summation in (5.58) and we obtain
 2,L(x¯, y¯) =
P
N2I⌘,L(  )
N
P
b2DN,L P 
 
H, |AN (V )| = b, VN+1 = 0, GN (V ) 2 Ub,N,L
 P
N2I⌘,L(  )
N
P
b2DN,L P 
 |AN (V )| = b, VN+1 = 0, GN (V ) 2 Ub,N,L  ,
(5.59)
with
DN,L = {L  "(L) N   c(logL)4, . . . , L+ "(L) N}, (5.60)
Ub,N,L = {b _ [L  "(L) N ], . . . , [b+ c(logL)4] ^ [L+ "(L) N ]}. (5.61)
We define the third intermediate function sequence
 3,L(x¯, y¯) =
A3,L
B3,L
(5.62)
:=
P
N2I⌘,L(  )
N
P
b2DN,L P 
 
H, |AN (V )| = b, VN+1 = 0, GN (V ) 2 eUb,L P
N2I⌘,L(  )
N
P
b2DN,L P 
 |AN (V )| = b, VN+1 = 0, GN (V ) 2 eUb,L  ,
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with eUb,L = {b, . . . , b+ c(logL)4}. (5.63)
The equivalence  2 ⇠  3 will be proven once we show that (i) and (ii) in (5.49) are
satisfied with j = 3, k = 2.
For (i), we note that for all b 2 DN,L satisfying b   L  "(L) N and b  L+ "(L) 
N   c(logL)4 we have Ub,L = eUb,L and therefore
|A2,L  A3,L|
B3,L

P
N2I⌘,L(  )
N
P
b2 eDN,L P  H, |AN (V )| = b, VN+1 = 0, GN (V ) 2 eUb,L P
N2I⌘,L(  )
N
P
b2DN,L P 
 |AN (V )| = b, VN+1 = 0, GN (V ) 2 eUb,L  ,
(5.64)
=
P
N2I⌘,L(  )
N
P
b2 eDN,L P  WN,L,b  P  H |WN,L,b P
N2I⌘,L(  )
N
P
b2DN,L P 
 
WN,L,b
  ,
with eDN,L = {b 2 DN,L : b < L  "(L) N or b > L+ "(L) N   c(logL)4},
WN,L,b = {|AN (V )| = b, VN+1 = 0, GN (V ) 2 eUb,L}. (5.65)
For (ii), in turn, with the help of (5.62) we note that,
A2,L
B3,L
 A3,L
B3,L
=
P
N2I⌘,L(  )
N
P
b2DN,L P 
 
WN,L,b
 
P 
 
H |WN,L,b
 P
N2I⌘,L(  )
N
P
b2DN,L P 
 
WN,L,b
  , (5.66)
and
|B2,L  B3,L|
B2,L

P
N2I⌘,L(  )
N
P
b2 eDN,L P (|AN (V )| = b, VN+1 = 0, GN (V ) 2 eUb,L)P
N2I⌘,L(  )
N
P
b2DN,L P (|AN (V )| = b, VN+1 = 0, GN (V ) 2 Ub,L)
,

P
N2I⌘,L(  )
N
P
b2 eDN,L P  WN,L,b P
N2I⌘,L(  )
N
P
b2DN,L\ eDN,L P  WN,L,b  , (5.67)
where we have used again that eUb,L = Ub,L for b 2 DN,L \ eDN,L. At this stage, we state
two claims that will be sufficient to complete this step.
Claim 5.11. For ⌘ > 0, there exists a C > 0 such that
lim sup
L!1
sup
N2I⌘,L
sup
b2DN,L
sup
(x¯,y¯)2Zr1+r2
L
r1+r2
2 P 
 
H |WN,L,b
   C.
Claim 5.12. For ⌘ > 0, we have
lim
L!1
sup
N2I⌘,L
P
b2 eDN,L P  WN,L,b P
b2DN,L P 
 
WN,L,b
  = 0. (5.68)
Claims 5.11 and 5.12, together with (5.64), easily imply that (i) is satisfied. Moreover,
(5.66) and Claim 5.11 allow us to state that
lim sup
L!1
sup
(x¯,y¯)2Zr1+r2
L
r1+r2
2
A2,L
B3,L
 C, (5.69)
while Claim 5.12 and (5.67) yield that limL!1
|B2,L B3,L|
B2,L
= 0 which proves (ii) and
completes the proof of  2 ⇠  3.
It remains to display a proof for Claims 5.11 and 5.12.
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Proof of Claim 5.11
Since ⌘L ! 0, we easily infer that for L large enough and for N 2 I⌘,L and b 2 DN,L we
have
b
N2
2
h 1
2a( )2
,
2
a( )2
i
:= [R1, R2].
Thus, we can use Lemma 5.8 and (5.21) to assert that, for L large enough,
L
r1+r2
2 P 
 
H |WN,L,b
 
is bounded above uniformly in N 2 I⌘,L and b 2 eDN,L. The  
dependency of R1 and R2 is omitted for simplicity.
Proof of Claim 5.12
By using again the fact that for N 2 I⌘,L and b 2 DN,L we have, for L large enough, that
b
N2 2 [R1, R2], we can apply Lemma 5.7, to assert that for L large enough
inf
N2I⌘,L
inf
b2DN,L
P (GN (V )  b+ c(logL)4
   |AN (V )| = b, VN+1 = 0)   1
2
. (5.70)
We recall the definition of WN,L,b in (5.65) and we set TN,b := {|AN (V )| = b, VN+1 = 0}.
We can bound from above the ratio in the l.h.s. of (5.68) asP
b2 eDN,L P  WN,L,b P
b2DN,L P 
 
WN,L,b
   Pb2 eDN,L P  TN,b P
b2DN,L P 
 
WN,L,b
   2Pb2 eDN,L P  TN,b P
b2DN,L P 
 
TN,b
  , (5.71)
where we have used (5.70) to obtain that for L large enough, N 2 I⌘,L and b 2 DN,L we
have
P 
 
WN,L,b
    P  TN,b (P ⇥GN (V )  b+ c(logL)4|TN,b⇤    12P  TN,b .
At this stage, we need to use the fact that "(L) = log(L)6 and we set
d N,L = L  "(L) N and d+N,L = L+ "(L) N,
and also
D1N,L = {d N,L, . . . , d N,L + (logL)5} and D2N,L = {d+N,L   (logL)5, . . . , d+N,L}, (5.72)eD1N,L = {d N,L   c(logL)4, . . . , d N,L} and eD2N,L = {d+N,L   c(logL)4, . . . , d+N,L}, (5.73)
such that D1N,L and D
2
N,L are disjoint subsets of DN,L and eD1N,L [ eD2N,L is a partition
of eDN,L. We note that all b 2 D1N,L [ eD1N,L satisfies |b   d N,L|  (logL)5 and similarly
that all b 2 D2N,L [ eD2N,L satisfies |b   d+N,L|  (logL)5. In fact, for L large enough, all
the numbers bN2 ,
d N,L
N2 ,
d+N,L
N2 belong to the compact [R1, R2] on which the function ⇢  is
differentiable. Therefore, there exists a C > 0 such that
|⇢ ( bN2 )  ⇢ (
d N,L
N2 )|  C
1
N2
(logL)5, b 2 D1N,L [ eD1N,L, (5.74)
|⇢ ( bN2 )  ⇢ (
d N,L
N2 )|  C
1
N2
(logL)5, b 2 D2N,L [ eD2N,L. (5.75)
Thus, we can apply Lemma 5.6 to assert that there existsM1 > M2 > 0 such that for L
large enough and for N 2 I⌘,L we have
M2
N2
e N ⇢ 
  d 
N,L
N2
 
 P (TN,b)  M1
N2
e N ⇢ 
  d 
N,L
N2
 
, b 2 D1N,L [ eD1N,L
M2
N2
e N ⇢ 
  d+
N,L
N2
 
 P (TN,b)  M1
N2
e N ⇢ 
  d+
N,L
N2
 
, b 2 D2N,L [ eD2N,L. (5.76)
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It suffices to combine (5.71) and (5.76) and to note that
| eD1N,L|/|D1N,L| = | eD2N,L|/|D2N,L| = c(logL)4/(logL)5,
to complete the proof of Claim 5.12. Finally, we have proven that  3 ⇠  4.
Step 3
In this step, we note first that for L 2 N,  3,L can be written as
 3,L(x¯, y¯) =
P
N2I⌘,L(  )
N
P
b2DN,L P 
 
WN,L,b
 
P 
 
H |WN,L,b
 P
N2I⌘,L(  )
N P 
 
WN,L,b
  , (5.77)
and we set
 4,L(x¯, y¯) =P
N2I⌘,L(  )
N
P
b2DN,L P 
 
WN,L,b
 
N 
r1+r2
2 fˆ eH( b
N2
,0),t¯
  y¯
N1/2
, N1/2 ⇤q
 
g eH( b
N2
,0),s¯
 
x¯
N1/2
 P
N2I⌘,L(  )
N
P
b2DN,L P 
 
WN,L,b
  .
(5.78)
We have, thanks to Lemma 5.8, the existence of a sequence RN ! 0 such that
sup
(x¯,y¯)2Zr1+r2
L
r1+r2
4 | 3,L    4,L|  L
r1+r2
4 sup
N2I⌘,L
(RNN
  r1+r22 )! 0 .
Step 4
Obviously we have for L 2 N,
 5,L(x¯, y¯) =
P
N2I⌘,L(  )
N
P
b2DN,L P 
 
WN,L,b
 
 5,L(x¯, y¯)P
N2I⌘,L(  )
N
P
b2DN,L P 
 
WN,L,b
  .
Therefore,
| 4,L    5,L|  sup
N2I⌘,L,b2DN,L
    m  r1+r22L g ,s¯⇣ x¯pmL⌘ f ,t¯⇣ y¯pmL ,pmL ⇤ ⌘
 N  r1+r22 fˆ eH( b
N2
,0),t¯
⇣ y¯
N1/2
, N1/2 ⇤q
⌘
g eH( b
N2
,0),s¯
⇣ x¯
N1/2
⌘    .
Obviously, since ⌘ = ⌘L ! 0,
lim
L!1
L
r1+r2
4 sup
N2I⌘,L
    m  r1+r22L  N  r1+r22      = 0 .
By the implicit function theorem applied to the definition (5.10) of eH, the function
q ! eH(q, 0) is globally Lipschitz on compact sets, and thus there exists a constant C > 0
such that
sup
L L0
⌘ 1L sup
N2I⌘,L,b2DN,L
    eH(q  , 0)  eH( bN2 , 0)     C .
By the global Lipschitz properties in (H, x¯, y¯) of the Gaussian densities f cH,t¯(y¯) and gH,s¯(x¯)
we conclude that  4 ⇠  5.
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5.6 Proof of Proposition 5.3
Recall (2.14). The proof of the tightness of the sequence of distributions ( bQL, )L 1
is obtained by combining arguments of [14, Section 6] with the steps 1, 2 and 3 of
the proof of Proposition 5.2. Let us consider the first coordinate of the process, i.e.,
(
p
NlfMl(s))s2[0,1] (the second coordinate is easier to handle since it is even closer to the
process studied in [14, Section 6]).
Let us denote by (cMl(s))s2[0,1] the polygonal interpolation of the middle line. Then,
see for example [11] proof of Lemma 5.1.4, the distribution under ePL,  of (cMl(s))s2[0,1]
and (fMl(s))s2[0,1] are exponentially close, and so we shall restrict ourselves to proving the
tightness of the sequence of continuous processes (
p
NlcMl(s))s2[0,1] using the criterion
of Theorem 7.3, (ii) of [3]:
8" > 0, ⌘ > 0, 9L0 2 N, 9  2 (0, 1) ,ePL,  ⇣w(pNlcMl(s), 0  s  1;  )   "⌘  ⌘ (8L   L0) . (5.79)
where w(f,  ) = sup|x y|  |f(x)  f(y)| denotes the modulus of continuity.
We then inspect closely the steps 1, 2 and 3 taken in Proposition 5.2. It is tedious,
but straightforward, to see that we only need to prove that
8" > 0, 8⌘ > 0, 9N0 2 N, 9  2 (0, 1) ,
P 
⇣
w( 1p
N
MbNsc, 0  s  1;  )   "
   AN = qN2, VN = 0⌘  ⌘ (8N   N0, 8q 2 [q1, q2]) .
(5.80)
To this end, we shall use Kolmogorov’s tightness criterion (see Theorem 1.8 Chap. XIII
of [30]) and show that
sup
N N0,q2[q1,q2],0s,t1
E 
"    MbNsc  MbNtcpN
    4     AN = qN2, VN = 0
#
< C |t  s| 74 . (5.81)
At this stage, the proof is completed by mimicking the rather long proof of the weak
compactness exposed in [14, Section 6]. For this reason, we briefly sketch the proof
below by insisting on those points that need to be slightly improved in [14, Section 6] to
achieve (5.81).
The first step, which corresponds to Lemma 6.2 in [14] consists in controlling the
supremum in the l.h.s. in (5.81) for s < t satisfying t  s  1/N8/9. The key point here
consists in controlling, under the conditioning AN = qN2, VN = 0, the small exponential
moments of the increments of V . More precisely we aim at proving that there exists
⌘ > 0,M > 0 and N0 2 N such that
sup
q2[q1,q2]
sup
N N0
sup
1iN
E 
h
e⌘|Ui|
    AN = qN2, VN = 0i M. (5.82)
In [14] such result is displayed in Lemma 5.3 but without the supremum in q 2 [q1, q2]. As
in the proof of Theorem 5.10, we overstep this difficultly with the help of Proposition 5.1
which ensures us that the tilting parameters HqN remain in a compact subset of D when
q 2 [q1, q2] and N is large enough.
In the second step, we must deal with s < t satisfying t   s   1/N8/9 which corre-
sponds to Lemma 6.3 in [14]. We set ⇠s,tN := MbNtc  MbNsc and
es,tN :=
1
N
EN,HqN (⇠
s,t
N ) =
1
N
bNtcX
i=bNsc
( 1)i 1L0(hN,i), (5.83)
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with hN,i = (1  iN )hN,q0 +hN,q1 . The strategy consists in proving the uniform boundedness
of both
E 
24     ⇠s,tN  Nes,tNpN(t  s)
     
4     AN = qN2, VN = 0
35 and |pNes,tN |p
t  s , (5.84)
which is enough to complete the proof of (5.81).
The second term in (5.84) is dealt with by using again inequality (5.46). We conclude
that there exists a C > 0 such that |es,tN |  C(t  s)/N for N large enough, for s < t and
for q 2 [q1, q2] which is more than what we need.
At this stage, it remains to control the first term in (5.84), which can be rewritten asZ 1
0
u3P 
✓     ⇠s,tN  Nes,tNpN(t s)
     > u     AN = qN2, VN = 0◆ du. (5.85)
The latter is achieved by refining the tilting procedure introduced in (5.3–5.10) in such a
way that the event
n      ⇠s,tN  Nes,tNpN(t s)
     > uo is integrated in the tilting. This tilting, combined
with Propostion 5.1, allows us to bound from above the probability under the integral in
(5.85) by Ce cu
2
uniformly in N , s < t, q 2 [q1, q2] and u 2 [0, N1/19] and by CN2e cu2 for
u 2 [N1/19,1) which suffices to complete the proof.
5.7 Proof of Lemmas 5.4–5.7
Proof of Lemma 5.4
Let us recall the notation Ijmax of [10, Section 1] which is the set of indexes of stretches
that occur in the largest bead. In other word it is the largest set of consecutive indices for
which Vl,i keeps the same sign. To begin with, we can show, following mutatis mutandis
the proof of Theorem C, that for ↵ > 0, there exists a c > 0 such that
lim
L!1
L↵ PL, 
⇥
Ijmax  L  c(logL)4
⇤
= 0. (5.86)
Then, recall form section 4.4 of [10], that a( ) is the unique maximum of the strictly
concave function
eG(a) := a log     1a eh0  1a2 , 0 + aL⇤  eH  1a2 , 0  , (5.87)
Therefore, inequality (4.50) of [10] taken with "0 = ⌘L = L 
1
8 yields that for any ↵ > 0
lim
L!1
L↵ PL, 
  
B⌘L,L
 c \  Ijmax  L  c(logL)4   = 0 .
Hence we get the desired result by combining the last result and (5.86).
Remark 5.13. We can go a step further in our inspection of the latter proof and establish
that the distribution of Nlp
L
under P oL,  , the polymer measure restricted to have only one
bead, follows a large deviation principle with good rate function a ! eG(a( ))   eG(a).
However we are unable to prove the same LDP under PL,  .
Proof of Lemma 5.5
Note that for l 2 ⌦L, we have
PNl
i=1 |Vl,i| =
PNl
i=1 |li| = L Nl and thus, by the definition
of Ijmax we have also
NlX
i=1
|Vl,i|  2
X
i/2Imax
|Vl,i| 
   NlX
i=1
Vl,i
    NlX
i=1
|Vl,i|. (5.88)
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Moreover, we note that l 2 {Ijmax   L  c(logL)4} yieldsX
i/2Ijmax
|Vl,i| =
X
i/2Ijmax
|li|  c(logL)4. (5.89)
At this stage, we recall that AN (V ) =
PN
i=1 Vi and we use (5.88) and (5.89) to assert that
l 2 {Ijmax   L  c(logL)4} implies
  ANl(Vl)   2 [L Nl   2c(logL)4, L Nl]. It remains to
use (5.86) to complete the proof of Lemma 5.5.
Proof of Lemma 5.7
For the sake of conciseness, we will use, in this proof only, the notations
Wc,N,q = {GN (V )   qN2 + c(logN)4, VN = 0, AN (V ) = qN2},
TN,q = {VN = 0, AN (V ) = qN2}, (5.90)
with c > 0 and q 2 [q1, q2] \ NN2 . Thus, we can restate (5.19) under the form
lim
N!1
sup
q2[q1,q2]
N↵P 
 
Wc,N,q |TN,q
 
= 0, (5.91)
where the intersection of [q1, q2] with NN2 is omitted for simplicity. Since the equality
PN,HqN
 
Wc,N,q |TN,q
 
= P 
 
Wc,N,q |TN,q
 
holds for all N 2 N and q 2 [q1, q2], we can use
[10, Proposition 2.2] to ensure that (5.91) will be proven once we show that for c,↵ > 0
we have
lim
N!1
sup
q2[q1,q2]
N↵PN,HqN
 
Wc,N,q
 
= 0. (5.92)
For N 2 N and ec > 0, we let UN,ec be the set containing those trajectories that do not
remain strictly positive on the interval [ec logN,N   ec logN ] \N and satisfy VN = 0, i.e.,
UN,ec = {max{i  N2 : Vi  0}   ec logN, VN = 0}
[ {max{i  N2 : VN i  0}   ec logN, VN = 0}, (5.93)
so that we can write the upper bound
PN,HqN
 
Wc,N,q)  PN,HqN (UN,ec) + PN,HqN (Wc,N,q \ (UN,ec)c). (5.94)
At this stage, we need to distinguish between the positive part A+N (V ) and the
negative part A N (V ) of the algebraic area below the V trajectory, i.e.,
A N (V ) =  
PN
i=1 Vi 1{Vi0} and A
+
N (V ) =
PN
i=1 Vi, 1{Vi 0}.
As a consequence, the geometric and the algebraic areas below the V trajectory can
be written as AN (V ) = A
+
N (V )   A N (V ) and GN (V ) = A+N (V ) + A N (V ) and therefore,
under the event AN (V ) = qN2 we have GN (V ) = qN2 + 2A
 
N (V ). Thus, under the event
Wc,N,q \ (UN,ec)c we have necessarily that A N (V )   c2 (logN)4 and since V is strictly
positive between ec logN and N   ec logN we can write
Wc,N,q \ (UN,ec)c ⇢  A ec logN (V )   c4 (logN)4, VN = 0 
[  A N ec logN,N (V )   c4 (logN)4, VN = 0 , (5.95)
where A N ec logN,N =  PNi=N ec logN Vi1{Vi 0}. Moreover, under PN,HqN , the sequences
of random variables (Ui)Ni=1 and ( UN i)N 1i=0 have the same law (by symmetry) and
therefore the equality
PN,HqN
 
(V1, . . . , Vk) 2 A, VN = 0
 
= PN,HqN
 
(VN 1, . . . , VN k) 2 A, VN = 0
 
(5.96)
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holds true for all k 2 {1, . . . , N   1} and A 2 Bor(Rk). A straightforward application of
(5.96) tells us that under PN,HqN , both sets in the r.h.s. of (5.93) have the same probability
and similarly both sets in the r.h.s. of (5.95) have the same probability. Therefore we
can combine (5.93), (5.94) and (5.95) to obtain
PN,HqN
 
WN,q)  2PN,HqN
 9i 2 {ec logN, . . . , N2 } : Vi  0 
+ 2PN,HqN
 
A ec logN (V )   c4 (logN)4 . (5.97)
As a consequence, the proof of Lemma 5.7 will be complete once we show, on the one
hand, that for all ↵ > 0 there exists a ec > 0 such that
lim
N!1
sup
q2[q1,q2]
N↵PN,HqN
 9i 2 {ec logN, . . . , N2 } : Vi  0  = 0, (5.98)
and, on the other hand, that for all ↵, x, y > 0 we have
lim
N!1
sup
q2[q1,q2]
N↵PN,HqN
 
A x logN (V )   y(logN)4
 
= 0. (5.99)
In order to prove (5.98) and (5.99) we recall Lemma 6.2 in [10],
Lemma 5.14. For [q1, q2] ⇢ (0,1) there exists N0 2 N and there exist three positive
constants C 0, C1,  such that for N   N0 and for every integer j  N/2, the following
bound holds
EN,HqN
⇥
e  Vj
⇤  C 0e C1j , N 2 N. (5.100)
To prove (5.98), we apply Lemma 5.14 directly and we obtain
PN,HqN (9i 2 {ec logN, . . . , N2 } : Vi  0)  N/2X
j=ec logN PN,H
q
N
 
e  Vj   1   C 0 N/2X
j=ec logN e
 C1j ,
(5.101)
which suffices to complete the proof of (5.98). For the proof of (5.99), we note that 
A x logN (V )   y(logN)4
 ⇢  9i  x logN : Vi    yx (logN)3 , (5.102)
and we apply Lemma 5.14 again to obtain
PN,HqN (9i  x logN : Vi    yx (logN)3) 
x logNX
j=1
PN,HqN
 
e  Vj   e
y 
x (logN)
3 
(5.103)

x logNX
j=1
EN,HqN (e
  Vj ) e 
y 
x (logN)
3
(5.104)
 C 0x logNe 
y 
x (logN)
3
, (5.105)
and this completes the proof of (5.99).
6 Scaling Limits in the extended phase
As mentioned in the introduction, we will not display the details of the proofs of
Theorems 2.1 (1) and 2.2 (1) and of Theorem 2.8. The technique that we use consists in
identifying an underlying renewal process based on an ad-hoc decomposition of the path
into patterns that are not interacting with each other energetically. Once this associated
renewal process is obtained and once we prove that the length of a pattern is integrable,
the rest of the proof becomes standard.
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We shall restrict ourselves to paths of length L whose last stretch has a zero vertical
length, i.e., ⌦cL = {l 2 ⌦L : lNl = 0}. Note that the natural one-to-one correspondence
between ⌦L and ⌦cL+1 conserves the Hamiltonian and therefore, proving Theorem 2.1
(1) or 2.2 (1) or Theorem 2.8 with or without the constraint is equivalent.
Let us define a pattern as a path whose first zero length vertical stretch occurs only
at the end of the path. We shall decompose a path into a finite number of patterns, that
is for l 2 ⌦cL we consider the successive indices corresponding to vertical stretches of
zero length, i.e.,
T0 = 0, Tk+1(l) = inf {j   1 + Tk : lj = 0} .
Then Nk = Tk Tk 1 is the horizontal extension of the k-th pattern, Sk = Nk+
  lTk 1+1  +
· · · + |lTk | is the length of the k-th pattern and Jk = lTk 1+1 + · · · + lTk is the vertical
displacement on the k-th pattern. If ⇡L(l) = r is the number of patterns, then the
horizontal extension is Nl = N1 + · · ·+Nr, the total length is of course L = S1 + · · ·+ Sr
and the total vertical displacement is J1 + · · ·+ Jr. The key observation that will lead to
the construction of the renewal structure, is that the Hamiltonian of the path is the sum
of the Hamiltonian of the patterns, since the separating two horizontal steps prevent any
interaction between the patterns.
Let us define the pattern excess partition function ZˆL,  and apply the probabilistic
representation displayed in (3.2–3.3) to obtain
ZˆL,  : = eZL, (T1(l) = Nl) = e  L X
l2⌦L
PL(l) e
HL, (l) 1{T1(l)=Nl}
=
LX
N=1
(  )
N P  (GN (V ) = L N,T (V ) = N) , (6.1)
where, for V 2 ZN0 such that V0 = 0, we set T (V ) = inf{i   1: Vi = 0}. For the
associated random walk trajectory V , the vertical displacement is given by Yn(V ) :=Pn
i=1( 1)i 1Vi for n 2 N.
We will use the decomposition into patterns to generate an auxiliary renewal process,
whose inter-arrivals are associated with the successive lengths of the patterns. Thus, it
is natural to consider the series
'(↵) :=
X
t 1
Zˆt, e
 ↵t 2]0,+1] , (6.2)
and the convergence abscissa fˆ( ) := inf {↵ : '(↵) < +1}. An important observation at
this stage is the link between ' and ef( ) that is stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. In the extended phase we have 0 < fˆ( ) < ef( ) and moreover '( ef( )) = 1.
Lemma 6.1 allows us to define rigorously the renewal process. We even enlarge
the probability space on which this renewal process is defined to take into account the
horizontal extension and the vertical displacement on each pattern. We finally obtain an
auxiliary regenerative process that will be the cornerstone of our study of the extended
phase. To that aim, we let ( i, ⌫i, yi)i 1 be an IID sequence of random variables of law
P  . The law of ( 1, n1, y1) is given by
• P ( 1 = s) = Zˆs,  e s
ef( ), for s   1 .
• The conditional distribution of ⌫1 given  1 = s is (recall (6.1))
P (⌫1 = n |  1 = s) = 1
Zˆs, 
(  )
nP  (Gn(V ) = s  n, T (V ) = n) (1  n  s) .
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• The conditional distribution of y1 given  1 = s, ⌫1 = n is
P (y1 = t |  1 = s, ⌫1 = n) = P  (Yn(V ) = t | Gn(V ) = s  n, T (V ) = n) (t 2 Z).
The link between the latter regenerative process and the polymer law is stated in
Lemma 6.2 below. We let T be the set of renewal times associated to  , i.e., T =
{ 1 + · · ·+  r, r 2 N}.
Lemma 6.2. Given integers r, s1, . . . , sr, n1, . . . , nr, t1, . . . , tr such that si   1, 1  ni  si,
s1 + · · ·+ sr = L, we have
P cL,  ((Si,Ni, Ji) = (si, ni, ti), 1  i  r) = P 
 
( i, ⌫i, yi) = (si, ni, ti), 1  i  r | L 2 T
 
.
As a consequence of Lemma 6.1, the length of a pattern  1 is integrable under P .
Thus, Lemma 6.2 allows us to state that the proofs of Theorems 2.1 (1) or 2.2 (1) and
of Theorem 2.8 become standard applications of regenerative process theory, see e.g.
Section 5.10 of [31].
7 Appendix
7.1 Perfect simulation procedure
We shall use the acceptance-reject algorithm that we recall briefly. Let X,X1, X2, . . .
be i.i.d. random variables with values in a measurable set (E, E). Let A be a measurable
subset of E such that P (X 2 A) > 0 and set
T := inf {n   1 : Xn 2 A} .
Then, the acceptance-reject algorithm ensures that T has a geometric distribution of
parameter P (X 2 A) and that XT is independent of T , with distribution the conditional
law
P (XT 2 B) = P (X 2 B | X 2 A) .
For   =  c, we have    = 1 so the representation formula (1.7) yields
ZL,  = c e
 L
LX
N=1
P  (V 2 VN,L N ) = c e LP  (V 2 A) ,
with A = {V : 9N : GN (V ) = L N,VN+1 = 0}.
For N 2 N, we recall the definition of TN in (3.1). We also associate with every
trajectory V the index NL(V ) defined as inf{N   0: GN (V )   L N}. Then, we follow
the same steps as in Section 3.1 to show that if B is a set of trajectories in ⌦L we have
PL,  (l 2 B) = c e
 L
ZL, 
LX
N=1
P  (V 2 VN,L N , TN (V ) 2 B) = P 
 
TNL(V )(V ) 2 B | V 2 A
 
.
(7.1)
Therefore we can use an acceptance-reject to simulate a trajectory V of law P  (· | V 2 A)
and then apply the transformation TNL(V ) to V to obtain an IPDSAW under PL,  (for
  =  c). The mean number of rejects for an acceptance is the mean of the geometric r.v.
that is, thanks to Theorem 2.1,
1
PL,  (V 2 A) =
1eZL,  ⇠ 1cL2/3.
In a nutshell, we have a perfect simulation algorithm with complexity L2/3.
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Of course, one can try to use the same trick for   6=  c, say   >  c so that    < 1
We let S be an independent geometric r.v. of parameter 1     , and add a cemetery
point   for trajectories: S is now a lifetime so that V =   if NL(V )   S. Under this new
probability P¯L,  we have
PL, (l 2 B) = P¯L, (TNL(V )(V ) 2 B | V 2 A) ,
and we have a perfect simulation algorithm. The problem is that now the mean number
of reject for an acceptance is growing very fast with L:
1eZL,    C 1L ec
p
L.
7.2 Proof of (4.42)
Since by definition
⌧ = inf {i   1: Vi 1 6= 0 and Vi 1Vi  0} , (7.2)e⌧ = inf {i   1: Vi  0} ,
we can claim that V0 > 0 implies ⌧ = e⌧ . Thus, we recall (4.4) and can write
P ,µ  (⌧ = n) = µ (0)P  (⌧ = n) + 2
1X
x=1
µ (x)P ,x(e⌧ = n). (7.3)
By disintegrating the event {e⌧ = n + 1} with respect to the value taken by V1 and by
recalling that for x > 1 we have P (V1 = x) = 2µ (x)/c (1  e  /2) we obtain that
P (e⌧ = n+ 1) = 2
1 + e  /2
1X
x=1
µ (x)P ,x(e⌧ = n). (7.4)
Moreover, under P  we can disintegrate the event {⌧ = n} with respect to the time k
during which V sticks to 0 before leaving it, i.e.,
P  (⌧ = n) = 2
n 2X
k=0
P (V1 = · · · = Vk = 0, Vk+1 > 0, . . . , Vn 1 > 0, Vn  0), (7.5)
= 2
n 2X
k=0
1
(c )k
P (e⌧ = n  k).
At this stage, we recall that by Theorem 8 of [26] we have that P  (e⌧ = n) ⇠
Cn 3/2 with C = (E 
⇥
V 21
⇤
/2⇡)1/2. Then, it remains to recall that µ (0) = 1   e  /2
and to put (7.3–7.5) together to obtain
P ,µ  (⌧ = n) ⇠
C
n3/2
h
2(1  e  /2) c 
c    1 + 1 + e
  /2
i
, (7.6)
which after a straightforward computation gives us
P ,µ  (⌧ = n) ⇠ (1 + e /2)
C
n3/2
. (7.7)
7.3 Proof of Proposition 4.7
Let (Xn)n 1 be an IID sequence of discrete random variables, centered with variance
 2. Let Sn = X1 + · · ·+Xn and An = S1 + · · ·+ Sn. Then, as a consequence of Donsker
Theorem, we have the convergence in distribution✓
Sn
 
p
n
,
An
 n3/2
◆
d     !
n!+1 (B1, I1), (7.8)
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where (Bt, t   0) is a standard Brownian motion and It =
R t
0 Bs ds.
The vector (B1, I1) is centered Gaussian with characteristic function
E
h
ei(#1B1+#2I1)
i
= e 
1
2 (#
2
1+#1#2+
#22
3 ) = e 
1
2 #.#,
and density g(u, v).
[6] established the following local limit theorem: if
pn(k, a) := P (Sn = k,An = a) , p¯n(k, a) :=
1
n2 2
g(
k
 
p
n
,
a
 n3/2
) (k, a 2 Z) . (7.9)
then
sup
k,a2Z
n2 |pn(k, a)  p¯n(k, a)|! 0. (7.10)
Our goal is to improve this convergence, whenX has a fourth moment. More precisely
we assume that E
⇥
X41
⇤
<1 and E ⇥X31 ⇤ = 0. Then,
sup
k,a2Z
n3 |pn(k, a)  p¯n(k, a)| < +1 . (7.11)
The techniques used are found in the book [27], and we have decided to keep as
much as possible their notations (in particular we shall assume without loss in generality
that   = 1). By Fourier inversion formula if: x := (k, a), z := z(n, k, a) = ( k
 
p
n
, a
 n3/2
)
then
pn(k, a) =
1
(2⇡)2
Z
[ ⇡,⇡]2
e ix.# n(#1,#2) d# =
1
(2⇡)2n2
Z
An
e iz.# n
✓
#1p
n
,
#2
n3/2
◆
d#,
(7.12)
with An =
p
n[ ⇡,⇡]⇥ n3/2[ ⇡,⇡] and
 n(u, v) := E
h
ei(uSn+vAn)
i
= E
"
nY
m=1
ei(u+mv)Xn+1 m
#
=
nY
m=1
'(u+mv) ,
with '(u) = E
⇥
eiuX1
⇤
. We can choose   > 0 such that for every |u|    we have
|'(u)  1|  12 . Then, for |u|    we get
log'(u) =  1
2
u2 + h(u),
with h(u) = O(u4) since E
⇥
X31
⇤
= 0 and E
⇥
X41
⇤
<=1. Therefore, if # 2  An,
 n
✓
#1p
n
,
#2
n3/2
◆
= exp(  1
2n
nX
m=1
(#1 +
m
n
#2)
2 + f(#, n)) = exp( 1
2
 #.#+ g(#, n)) , (7.13)
with f(#, n) =
Pn
m=1 h(
1p
n
((#1 +
m
n #2) and thus |f(#, n)|  C |#|
2
n . We need now to
evaluate the error we make by approximating the integral by a Riemann sum: if l#(x) =
(#1 + x#2)2, then  #.# =
R 1
0 l#(x)dx and
|g(#, n)  f(#, n)| = 1
2
      1n
nX
m=1
l#(
m
n
) 
Z 1
0
l#(x)dx
       C |#|2n . (7.14)
Since the quadratic form  #.# is positive definite, there exists n0 such that for n   n0
and # 2  An:
|g(#, n)|  max(1
4
 #.#, C
|#|2
n
) . (7.15)
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We know, see [27, Lemma 2.3.3] that there exists b > 0 such that
|'(u)|  1  bu2  e bu2 (u 2 [ ⇡,⇡]) . (7.16)
Since   is positive definite there exists c > 0 such that
c |#|2   #.#  1
c
|#|2 , (7.17)
and thus for every # 2 An, using (7.14), and n   n0,     n✓ #1pn, #2n3/2
◆      e bPnm=1( #1pn+ mn3/2 #2)2  e b #.#+O( |#|2n )  e  12 b #.#  e  bc2 |#|2 .
(7.18)
We shall split the integral defining pn(k, a) in two, with a parameter ⌘ > 0 that we
shall choose later:
pn(k, a) =
1
(2⇡)2n2
 Z
An\{|#|⌘pn}
e iz.# n
✓
#1p
n
,
#2
n3/2
◆
d#
+
Z
An\{|#|>⌘pn}
e iz.# n
✓
#1p
n
,
#2
n3/2
◆
d#
!
. (7.19)
The second integral is easily bounded:     
Z
An\{|#|>⌘pn}
e iz.# n
✓
#1p
n
,
#2
n3/2
◆
d#
      
Z
{|#|>⌘pn}
     n✓ #1pn, #2n3/2
◆     d#

Z
{|#|>⌘pn}
e 
bc
2 |#|2d#  Ce  n. (7.20)
Again by Fourier inversion formula,
p¯n(k, a) =
1
(2⇡)2n2
Z
e iz.#e 
1
2 #.# d#. (7.21)
We also split into two this integral and bound the second term:     
Z
{|#|>⌘pn}
e iz.#e 
1
2 #.# d#
      
Z
{|#|>⌘pn}
e 
1
2 c|#|2  e  0n . (7.22)
Now choose ⌘ > 0 small enough so that {|#|  ⌘pn} ⇢  An. We get, maybe for a
different   > 0,
pn(k, a)  p¯n(k, a) = O(e  n) + 1
(2⇡)2n2
Z
{|#|⌘pn}
e iz.#( n
✓
#1p
n
,
#2
n3/2
◆
  e  12 #.#)d#
= O(e  n) +
1
(2⇡)2n2
Z
{|#|⌘pn}
e iz.#e 
1
2 #.#(eg(n,#)   1)d# . (7.23)
Then for 0  r  ⌘pn:     
Z
{r|#|⌘pn}
e iz.#e 
1
2 #.#(eg(n,#)   1)d#
     

Z
r|#|
e
1
2 #.#(1 +
   eg(n,#)   ) d#

Z
r|#|
e
1
2 #.#(1 + e
1
4 #.#) d#
 2
Z
r|#|
e 
1
4 #.#  2
Z
r|#|
e 
1
4 c|#|2  Ce C0r2 . (7.24)
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We just established that there exist ⌘ > 0, C > 0 and ⇣ > 0 such that for any r 2 [0, ⌘pn]
we have
pn(k, a)  p¯n(k, a) = vn(k, a, r) + 1
(2⇡)2n2
Z
|#|r
e iz.#e 
1
2 #.#(eg(n,#)   1)d# , (7.25)
with
|vn(k, a, r)|  Cn 2e ⇣r2 . (7.26)
We can now conclude, by taking r = n  , with 0 <   < 12 , since     
Z
|#|r
e iz.#e 
1
2 #.#(eg(n,#)   1)d#
      
C
Z
|#|r
e 
1
2 #.#(eC
0 |#|2
n   1) d# 
C 00
Z
|#|n 
|#|2
n
e 
1
2 #.#d#  C
00
n
Z
|#|2 e  12 #.#d#  C
000
n
. (7.27)
If we plug this bound into (7.23), we obtain (7.11).
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